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of hazard and risk associated with diving cannot be brought out within the scope of this text. The individuals, companies and organizations, presented in HISTORI-
CAL DIVER, are not liable for damage or injury including death which may result from any diving activities, with respect to information contained herein. 
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The 1998 E.R. Cross Award 
Ed Stetson 
The Board of Directors are pleased to announce that Ed 
Stetson is the recipient of the 1998 E.R. Cross Award. Ed is 
recognized as one of the leaders of the Santa Barbara diving 
community and is the motivating force behind many varied 
diving activities, devoting much of his time to non-profit 
causes. In making the announcement the Board cited Ed's 
organizational and leadership abilities in producing the Hans 
and Lotte Hass Film Festival. The Festival was the most suc-
cessful event in the HDS's short history, bringing together 
almost 2,000 divers from across America and from overseas, 
and marked the first public American presentation by Hans 
and Lotte Hass in almost 40 years. The Award was presented 
to Ed by Society Chairman Lee Selisky at the N.O.G.I. Awards 
banquet in New Orleans, in January. 
The E.R. Cross Award is voted upon annually by the Board 
of Directors and is presented to the member who has done the 
most to promote the goals and aims of the Society during the 
year. Serving Board members and Society officers and staff 
are not eligible for the Award. Former recipients are Jim Boyd, 
Lee Selisky, Peter Jackson and Torrance Parker. 
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1998 Historical Diver Pioneer Award 
Philippe Tailliez 
CAPITAINE DE VAISSEAU 
COMMANDEUR DE LA LEGION D'HONNEUR 
"L 'Enthousiasme est la Seule Vertu - Enthusiasm is the Sole Virtue" 
Philippe Tailliez is the recipient of the 1998 Historical Diver Pioneer Award. A diver since the 1930's, it was 
Tailliez who introduced Jacques Yves Cousteau to the sport of goggle fishing in 1936. Two years later he introduced 
Cousteau to Frederic Dumas and together the diving trio became the famed "Les Mousqemers" of the French Mediter-
ranean coast. Philippe Tailliez was a career Naval officer, and in 1945 he became the first commanding officer of the 
Group d'Etudes et de Recherches Sous-Marines (G.E.R.S.) This was the first military group to employ the Cousteau-
Gagnan Aqua-Lung and in 1949, under Tailliez's command, it produced Plongee en Scaphandre. This book was the 
world's first diving manual to cover the use of the Aqua-Lung and included repeat dive tables developed by G.E.R.S. 
It was later revised and translated into English. His 1954 book Plongees sans cable recorded his early diving adven-
tures and was published in English with the title, To Hidden Depths. His involvement with the sea continued through-
out the last half of this century and his friend, John Fine, records more of this influential diver's story in an article in 
this issue. 
At 94 years of age Philippe Tailliez is still active and involved with diving. He recently attended the 1998 Festival 
Mondial de l'Image Sous-Marine at Antibes, France as the guest of the Festival President Daniel Mercier. The finale 
of the Festival's Awards evening was the presentation of the Historical Diver Pioneer Award to Philippe Tailliez by his 
long time friend Jean-Michel Cousteau, on behalf of the HDSUSA. 
Jean-Michel presents Philippe Tailliez with the Award. Philippe responds with his "L'Enthousiasme" plaque. 
© HDSUSA 1998 by Brad Doane 
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The Board of Directors of the HDSUSA,DHSASEA and HDS CANADA wish to extend their 
thanks to the following new members for their support, and welcome them to the Society. 
Susan P. Hancock 
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INT'L YACHTING HOLIDAYS 
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ADC Western Chapter Conference Harbour Supplies 
Constantly changing inven-
tory of original helmets, 
Siebe 6 and 12 bolts, USN, 
Russian, Korean, Chinese, 
some very old hats. 
,_ M;;H~Z:ia ,:1, 
Exhibits, Banquet and Technical Sessions 
featuring a presentation on the development of the helium 
recirculating helmet by HDS Director 
Bob Kirby 
(accompanied by a LOT of helium recirculators) Rapidly diminishing stock of 
pumps, mostly Siebe, 1850? 
Tyler. Info: Chuck Ebner at Oceaneering 805-656-3224 Exhibits: Chris Roper at Stolt Comex Seaway 805-488-6428 
Also suits, boots, knives, radios, spares etc. 
Good stock of twin hose regulators for trade 
8 x Heinke Mk 5, 6 x Heinke Mk 3. 
Fax or Phone for complete list. 
Adam, Taunton House, Taunton Road, 
Swanage, Dorset BHI9 2BY, England. 
Phone/Fax 011-44-1929-425032 
Phone 011-44-1929-425440 
Reading is Fundamental 
... especially if you are a commercial diver or marine contrac-
tor. and you are reading UnderWater magazine. We are the 
leading source of news. analysis. and information on diving, 
ROVs. and marine technology. 
Subscriptions are free to qualified individuals. Subscribe 
online at www.diveweb.com/uw or via fax to 281-440-4867. 
• -
Doyle Publishing Company, Inc . 
5222 FM 1960 W. Ste. 112 • Houston, TX 77069 
800-457-6459 • editor@doylepublishing.com 
Stolt Comex Seaway 
PROUD SPONSOR OF 
lllSTORICAL DIVER 
and 
PROVIDERS OF: 
• Diving Services • Divers 
• Vessels • Vessel Personal 
Tenders 
+ROVs 
+ HARD SUIT™ Atmospheric Diving Suits 
www.stoltcomexseaway.com 
900 Town & Country Lane, Suite 400 
Houston, Texas 77024 
713.430.1100 
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741 East Arcturus Avenue 
Oxnard, California 93033 
805.488.6428 
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THE DIVE SH01ftr 
The Diving Event of The Year 
June 25-27 1999 
The Queen Mary, 
Long Beach, California 
50,000 Square Feet of Diving related Exhibits Includ-
ing the Latest in Equipment, Travel and Education. 
Continuous U/W Film Festival Featuring Premier 
Films. Complete Schedule by Top Diving Experts. 
For information contact: 
310-792-2333, Fax 310-792- 2336, 
Saint Brendan Corp., 
P. 0. Box 11231, Torrance, CA 90510 
www.saintbrendan.com 
23rd Beneath the Sea Exposition 
Meadowlands Exposition Center 
Secaucus, New Jersey 
(10 minutes from New York City) 
March 26-281999 
Featuring 
Jean-Michel Cousteau, 
Stan Waterman 
and 
Ralph White 
HDS Booth and NEWEG 
Booth with diving tank 
Tel. 914-664-4310 Fax 914-664-4315 
www.cyberus.ca/ -bts/ 
Beneath The Sea Inc. is a not-for-profit 50lc3 Public Service Corp. 
Jea.n.-~zcheZ CoZ-~.sceaZ-~- -- I<ezko 
Protect the ocean and you protect yourself 
Ocean Futures 
is proud to support 
The Historical Diving Society 
Please check us out at 
WWW .oceanfutures.corn 
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NEWS 
Hans and Lotte Hass. The HDSUSA success with the 
Hans and Lotte Hass Film Festival made news around 
world. The following is a sampling of the coverage: 
• Skin Diver Magazine Editorial by Bonnie Cardone 
• Ocean Realm article by Stan Waterman 
• Asian Diver (Singapore) article by Michael Mend uno 
• DIVE Log Australia October issue article by Steve Drogin 
• Universum Magazine (Austria) article by Manfred Christ 
Affiliates. With the rapidly expanding number of inter-
national Societies, museums and groups that are involved 
with diving history, the Board of Directors have stand-
ardized the HDSUSA' s Affiliation Agreement. The newly 
approved Agreement is a single page document that pro-
vides reciprocal member access benefits to members of 
each Affiliated group, and an exchange of publications. 
Civil War diving. Frank Furman is researching Confed-
erate Civil War diving operations carried out in the James 
River below Richmond, Virginia. He has a brief descrip-
tion of a two man diving chariot with the divers breath-
ing through a snorkel system attached to a surface float, 
and is seeking further information on equipment during 
this period. Please send any information to the editor or 
furman@ umr.edu. 
HDS in UK. The HDS in UK held their 1998 conference 
at Bristol. Featured speakers were Stan Waterman, Dr. 
Steven Weinberg and Dr. Brian Pitkin. The Society's an-
nual dinner and awards presentation was held on board 
the S.S. Great Britain. The Reg Vallintine Award went to 
Clive Gardener, the Art Bachrach Literary Award went to 
Torrance Parker, the Nautiek Award to The Musee 
Scaphandre ofEspalion, France, the HDS Award to Adrian 
Barak and the Frank Oshman Trophy to Peter Wingate. 
U.S. Divers. As most divers know by now, after the death 
of Captain Cousteau, U.S. Divers company changed their 
name to Aqua Lung in early 1998. The company has re-
cently relocated to Vista, California on a street aptly 
named "Cousteau Court." 
DIVING TECHNOLOGIES 
INTERNATIONAL INC. 
BECOME A SCUBA REPAIR TECHNICIAN! 
Learn equipment repair from the first and only facility of its kind. 
Hands-on, one week - 40 hr. program, all major makes and types. 
For Society members, emphasis on Antiquated Equipment. 
(We also restore Dacor, U.S. Divers, and Nemrod 2 hose regs.) 
For more info. call Rudy Mola at 
(954) 748-4772 or fax (954)748-0637 
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HDS Germany Formed 
..w. 0:,;~ 
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HDSGERMANY 
Broichbachtal34, D-52134 Herzogenrath NW, Germany, 
Tel. 011-49-2406-929-330 Fax. 011-49-2406-929-331 
E-mail HDSDE@ AOL.COM 
Former HDSUSA members Thomas Kleeman and 
Manfred Vohsel have formed HDS Germany. The offi-
cial announcement appeared in the November/Decem-
ber 1998 issue of the German diving magazine Die Profi 
Taucher. Thomas and Manfred are regular visitors to 
America and have commercial ties to companies such as 
Best Publishing, Diving Systems International, and Force 
Fins. Their recent visit to the HDS office included a meet-
ing with Director Bob Kirby and former Chairmen Skip 
Dunham and Dr. Paul Linaweaver. Famed German equip-
ment manufacturer Draeger has granted permission for 
HDS Germany to use two models of the company's hel-
mets as its logo and the group is currently planning a 
travelling event for June to promote its formation. His-
torical Diver's German Editor Michael Jung will report 
on Society developments and we look forward to a har-
monious and historical relationship with our fellow divers 
in Germany. 
Draeger History. First tests of diving 1911: Smoke hel-
met, breathing bag at the back; appliance for oxygen re-
generation; Dr. lng. h.c. Bernhard Draeger at the right. 
Photo supplied by Jan de Goot from Dragerworks catalog 
T 1946, courtesy Drager. 
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DIVING HISTORICAL SOCIEIY AUSTRALIA, 
SOU1H EAST ASIA 
Activity in the region has increased this last quarter, mostly by 
members showing a keenness to jump in the water at the slightest ex-
cuse. It is becoming customary the DHS ASEA to hold a major opera-
tion each year with several minor events interspersed. This has led to a 
firm event that will be designated "Annual DHS ASEA Rally." In 1999 
it will be in Adelaide, South Australia, on September 4 and 5. 
Sydney 98, Annual Rally: NSW members were the hosts of last 
year's event in November, and Peter Fields report ofthis terrific event 
is featured on page 50. 
Melbourne WEG and display: Some members responded to a 
request to display some diving gear at the Melbourne maritime Mu-
seum open day. Under the shadow of the three masted Barque Polly 
Woodside several members took the invitation which had at hand the 
ingredient "Water" to hold a WEG. Ben Cropley and his son dived 
their Siebe Gorman while John Allen jumped his MkV. Thanks to Des 
Williams for organizing the day. 
Ready to go with a SuperLite rig at the 
November Sydney Rally 
Sydney Oceans Day: On Dec 6th, at Manly, NSW, six divers dived 
a Toa helmet owned by Graham Weir. Among them Sue Crowe Editor 
of ScuBA DIVER MAGAZINE and a stray Texan, Bob Fuller an HDS USA 
Charter Member who seemingly, just happened by. 
New Museum display: The Society has been offered the chance 
to place a display of diving history at the Melbourne Maritime Museum in 
Victoria. This has been seized upon as a good opportunity to establish 
skills within the Society to curate a collection and display material. 
Jean-Michel Cousteau Institute: The DHS ASEA received a note 
from Jean-Michel to wish us well for the coming year. Jean-Michel made 
a nice comment about how it is an honour for us all to be part of the 
exceptional organisation of historical diving societies. Indeed how true 
this is. 
Singapore will see an DHS ASEA stand at the ADEX show April 15-
18. Also any Singaporean members interested in meeting up along the 
East Coast on Saturday April 24th should contact Peter Green, who re-
ports from Singapore on what he believed to be his Korean Helmet. The 
Korean Embassy came back to him stating that they could not read the 
text on the corslet, and thought that the helmet was of Japanese origin. 
This seemed odd due to the similarity of the helmet to the example in 
Leon Lyons book HELMETS OF THE DEEP. Another contact, a friend working 
at the local Japanese school provided the following translation of the name 
plate: Kato Factory, Bridge Ward East, Tokyo City. It seems that Bridge 
Ward East is an area of Tokyo near the University. However, this still 
leads a number of characters un-translated, and Peter hopes that the name 
"Kato" will mean something to somebody. Any ideas? Peter can be con-
tacted about any of these items on (65) 5403856, or 97325270. 
WEG Adelaide, will be held on March 21st. Helmets and twin hose 
scuba will dive at Noarlunga jetty starting at lOam. If the weather is not 
kind, a static display will still be held with BBQ to follow. 
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HDSUSA Charter member Bob Fuller being 
dressed by Danny Williams ( R) and Peter 
Weir (L) at New South Wales 
"Manly Beach Oceans Day" 
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BOAT&METS 
ASIA 
Maritime Antiques Auction 
Saturday March 27, 1999 
lOam (preview 8.00-10.00am) 
Olde Byfield Expo Center, Exit 55 off U.S. Route 95 
Byfield, Mass. (1 hour North of Boston) 
CHUCK DELUCA Auctioneer, Lic.#'s ME.0474, PA 002349-1, CA CSL A 1817, MA 2081 
Boats & Mets Asia '99 
World Trade Centre 
Singapore. 
April15 -18 
DHS Australia-S.E. Asia 
Booth #3A-46 
Info. www.marineshows.com 
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Over 500 hundred lots of items assembled from several 
private collections which include DIVING HELMETS, 
OUTFITS, KNIVES, SHOES, PUMP, etc. 
Illustrated Catalogs $20.00 (Available March lOth) 
10% B.P. applies to this sale. 
All Inquiries to: 
Maritime Auctions, Chuck Deluca, Auctioneer 
935 U.S. Rt. I-P.O. Box 322,YORK, ME. 03909-0322 
Tel. (207) 363-4247 FAX (207) 363-1416 
Web-http://www.maritiques.com 
Email-maritim2@ ix.netcom.com 
Internet Auction-http://www.eswap.com 
ATIONAL 
The world's leading manufacturer 
of 
diving helmets and full face masks 
and a 
proud founding member 
of 
Historical Diving Society 
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HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIEIY CANADA 
241A East 1st Street Rear 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1B4 
Tel: 604-980-6262 Fax: 604-980-6236 
e-mail: nrl@direct.ca 
HDSUSA Advisory Board member Dr. Sylvia Earle 
with the new Canadian designed Exosuit 
HDS Canada has been making sig-
nificant progress in helping to establish 
the North Vancouver Ocean Center. We 
are working in cooperation with various 
other interested groups and collectively 
we have obtained a $30,000 preliminary 
grant from North Vancouver Council. 
The grant will be used to establish the 
fund raising plan that is needed to raise 
the $12 million that the Museum project 
is budgeted for. Our representatives have 
busy meeting with the various local of-
ficials as the project progresses. 
We have produced our first of our 
newsletters which is mailed to our mem-
bership with each edition of Historical 
Diver Magazine. Issue #1 contains part 
one of a three part story on North Van-
couver's International Hydrodynamics 
Ltd. (Hyco) and their development and 
construction of the world famous Pisces 
class submersibles. 
On the international front we have 
been corresponding with Colin Taylor of 
England's Museum of Diving and Un-
derwater Exploration regarding estab-
~ lishing ties with the North Vancouver 
Q) 
" Museum once it is open. With Colin's 
"' f assistance we also hope to make an ap-
·~ pearance at the October UK Dive show. 
0 ~ HDS Canada President, Phil Nuytten, 
wandered south of the border to display 
his latest creation, the Exosuit, at Ameri-
ca's DEMA show and the Underwater 
Intervention Conference in New Orleans. 
It proved to be a phenomenally popular attraction creating a lot of media attention as well as a constant 
swarm of visitors. A solo flight in Phil's Deep Worker is the top award in the 1999 HDSUSA membership 
drive. According to HDSUSA Executive Director Andy Lentz, there will definitely be several people who 
will qualify for this award, which is redeemable in the year 2000. We are currently discussing a possible joint 
Canadian/American HDS Rally in 2000, which will include the Deep Worker solo flights. The current sug-
gestion is that it be held in Vancouver. More details will appear later. 
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In the Mail 
The best mail I received today was the current issue of 
Historical Diver. I can't begin to tell you how much I enjoy 
reading the articles. Congratulations, and from the heart, 
thank you, to each and every one of the members who or-
ganized the Hans and Lotte Hass Festival. This prestigious 
event will be remembered by everyone who attended and 
envied by those who didn't. There will never be an equal to 
Hans and Lotte, but I encourage the Society to consider an 
annual event, to recognize others for their achievements and 
contributions. 
I was saddened to read about the passing of Henri 
Bource. We met 24 years ago when he came to Oceanic 
requesting that I build a 16mm underwater system for him. 
A truly great guy and one of the best story tellers ever. 
Another unique pioneer is Leni Riefenstahl. I received 
an invitation to visit her in October at her home near 
Starnberg. We first corresponded some 25 years ago when 
she was inquiring about a Nikon housing we were building 
at that time. Following the purchase of the Hydro 35 system 
she later bought an Arriflex 16 mm system. Today she is 
into video and during my visit she took me through her ed-
iting studio in the lower section of her home. One studio is 
set up with a very modem filing system for 35 mm and 6X 
6 transparencies. Most ofLeni's best work is filed here in-
cluding the series that are on exhibit in Japan and Berlin of 
her studies of the people of Sudan. Great stuff, much of 
which was in National Geographic many years ago. In the 
other two sections are the editing studios for the Beta foot-
age she has been shooting for several years. The computer 
editing tables that have multiple monitors with hard drive 
storage capacity that exceeds 200 gigs of memory are im-
pressive. Leni took delight in using the computer to demon-
strate the system. The filing systems are equal to that of the 
most modem studios. She was excited about a new digital 
high definition system she has ordered but it is still a one 
year wait. 
Leni spent several weeks diving in Papau New Guinea 
this year and will leave for a month to the Maldives in Feb-
ruary. Beyond that she has several trips planned, another 
book maybe in the works and lots of video to edit. A very 
busy schedule for most that are full time professionals in 
this business! You might consider what you are going to be 
doing when your next birthday is 97! Yes, Leni will be 97 in 
July. You might think about an article on her diving career. 
Thanks again for a magnificent publication. Our indus-
try NEEDS to have its history preserved and you guys are 
doing it for us. Oceanic will be pleased and proud to be a 
magazine sponsor for 1999. 
Warm regards, 
Bob Hollis, Chairman. 
Oceanic, San Leandro, California 
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Editor. Thanks for your valued support, Bob. There 
have been several requests for an annual Film Festival 
after the sucess with Hans and Lotte. It is mainly a ques-
tion of the volunteer time involved. The event was an 
expanstion of the annual Santa Barbara Underwater Film 
Festival (SBUWFF) organized at UCSB by Ed Stetson. If 
the volunteers are prepared to commit the time on a yearly 
basis to the UCSB Festival and the larger SBUWFF/HDS 
event, then it is possible. There are already two concepts 
for major future film festivals. We do in fact have an arti-
cle on Leni scheduledfor a future issue. 
I was absolutely delighted to see the photo of the Salvus 
respirators on page 24 of the Summer 1998 issue. My first 
scuba dive was in October 1954 as a trainee diver of the 
Cave Diving Group (CDG) in England was with a Salvus. 
It did differ a little though. Firstly we wore a two-piece dry 
suit with a thin rubber hood over the head. Secondly we had 
an Admiralty Pattern full face mask which sealed around 
the face and under the chin onto the thin rubber hood. Fi-
nally, there was a small reserve oxygen cylinder of the kind 
used on the Davis Submerged Escape Apparatus (DSEA) 
on the opposite side of the soda-lime canister from the 6 
cubic foot oxygen cylinder shown ( 1700 psi was a full tank 
in those days). The CDG had obtained large quantities of 
such equipment as Government Surplus a few years before. 
For cave diving below 30 feet we used what are now 
called mixed gas rebreathers of the kind used for harbor 
clearance in WW II. They were sometimes referred to as 
"P-Party Sets." We used a 70/30 oxygen/nitrogen mixture 
with a 3.3liters/minute constant-mass gas flow plus manual 
bypass. This was for a walking diver. A swimming diver 
would need a higher flow. At that time respirators of that 
kind were called" mixture breathing apparatus." As my fel-
low diver John Buxton said recently, "We had some good 
equipment in those days." 
Have you considered the late Mossy Powell for your 
"Women Pioneers in Diving" column? She was cave diving 
in Wookey Hole, England, in 1935. 
Oliver Wells, 
Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 
My wife Letizia and I are very proud to become mem-
bers of the HDSUSA. Letizia is the neice of Roberto Galeazzi 
senior, "The Magician of the Depths." With our historical 
patrimony of know-how we hope to be able to assist the 
HDSUSA with our personal efforts. We look forward to 
cooperating with you in the future. 
Giancarlo Bartoli and Maria Letizia Galeazzi. 
ltalia. 
Welcome aboard. The Galeaui family name is well known 
in America and we look forward to a historic relationship 
with you. - Lee Selisky, Chairman 
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1998 Sponsor Program Results 
2 Torrance Parker 
Arthur Bachrach Phd. 
J.A. & Sally Bauer MD. 
Skip & Jane Dunham 
4 Charles Orr 
9 Jim Boyd 
16 Robert D. Shepard 
I Samuel Miller III 
6 John Durham 
I Harry Hurston 
54 Greg Platt 
2 Laurie Hannula 
I John Gray 
3 Ric Koellner 
16 Bob Rusnak 
9 John Strahan 
I John Churchill 
5 Lee Selisky 
16 James M. Forte 
14 Dennis Divins 
I Scott Fuller 
5 Andrew B. Ogburn 
3 David Attebery 
Peter and Sharon Readey 
Tom Ulrich 
7 Ed White 
I Robert & Claudia Kirby 
4 Kenneth Paul Brown 
Fred Johnson 
2 Marc Cohen 
55 Kent & Nancy Rockwell 
2 Jim Folk 
2 John and Julie Hoover 
Albert Tillman PhD 
David Hill 
Michael Balazs 
Bill & Julianne Ziefle 
I Ralph W. Sundman 5 Roger Bankston 
Jack Breese 
Peter Goodman 
Ray Mathieson 
2 Tom Millington MD 
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2 Randy Hanks 
I Ace Parnell 
4 Gerald Lang 
Jeff Dennis 2 Gene Webb 
SEASPACE '99 
·• Hyatt Regency Down Town 
Houston, Texas 
May 14-16, 1999 
Film festival featuring: 
Ernie Brooks 
John McKenney 
Michael Wong 
713-467-6675 
Info: www.seaspace.org 
2 Darren Brunton 
I Shane & Genny Anderson 
I Robert Reaume 
2 Brad Doane 
3 Michael J. San Gabriel 
Philippe Le PouPon 
Marc Pritchett 
OURWORLD-
unDtRWftTtR XXIX 
Apri116-18, 1999 
Hyatt Regency, O'Hare 
Chicago 
Aprill6-18 
HDS Booth 
Info. 312-666-6525 
http://www.ourworldunderwater.com/ 
50 years of people, passionate about the sea, creating products to enhance our diving experiences. 
Mares America Corp. 
Email: 
Norwalk, CT 06855 
Tech@ maresscuba.com 
Sporasub@ maresscuba.com 
Dacorsls@divedacor.com 
Escape Gravity™ 
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WIN A FREE DIVE IN DEEP WORKER 
HDS USA 1999 Membership Sponsors Program 
Your HDSUSA membership number is your SPONSOR number. Put this 
number in the SPONSOR NUMBER box at the top of the HDS USA Mem-
ber Application form. (Photocopy the form on page 55). For every new 
member that you sponsor for HDS USA membership, you will receive one 
point of credit towards collectable HDS USA merchandise as a reward for 
your efforts. This system is cumulative, so that the number of your awards 
grow along with the Society. 
The program expires December 31, 1999. 
2 
5 
12 
20 
25 
40 
50 
Members 
Members 
Members 
Members 
Members 
Members 
Members 
HDS USA color embroidered patch. ($5.00 value) 
HDS USA embroidered polo. (Outerbanks $30.00 value) 
Framed set of 50 collectible free mounted Diving Cards. ($150 value) 
Authentic U.S.N MkV divers knife in brass screw-in scabbard. ($175 value) 
Two volume book DEEP DIVING AND SUBMARINE OPERATIONS ($195.00 value) 
A copy of HELMETS OF THE DEEP ($297 value. Limited to stock in print) Each copy 
signed by equipment designers Bob Kirby, Bev Morgan, Bob Ratcliffe 
Untethered solo dive in the submersible DEEP WORKER 
For more information see HDM #17 page 15 
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Jean-Michel Cousteau to film in Espalion, France 
by Jill Desvergne 
Jean-Michel Cousteau announced that he will be returning to Espalion in the Summer of 1999 to film a television 
special about the development of the Rouquayrol Denayrouze diving apparatus. The announcement was made at a 
press conference at the Musee du Scaphandre, Espalion, in October 1998 during a good will visit by members of the 
HDS USA headed by Jean-Michel. The Musee is a French Affiliate of the HDSUSA and Jean-Michel had hosted the 
first American exhibition of its Rouquayrol Denayrouze apparatus earlier in the year. (HDM#14) 
The HDS USA group visited as guests of Lucien 
Cabriole, President of the Musee du Scaphandre and 
Gilbert Cayron, the Mayor of Espalion. Accompany-
ing Jean-Michel from America were HDS USA Presi-
dent Leslie Leaney, Director Brad Doane, Nan Marr 
of the Jean-Michel Cousteau Institute and Philippe 
Rousseau, the HDS USA's Paris representative. The 
visit included a tour of the Musee du Scaphandre and 
an official civic reception hosted by the City Council 
at City Hall where Jean-Michel and Leslie were pre-
sented with Awards for their work on behalf of the ~ 
history of the town. Attending dignitaries included ~ 
Pierre Truteau and Christian Bernard from 1' Agence 8 
Adour Garonne, Alain Versepuech, the President of ~ 
the Espalion Club de Plongee and numerous council 
members and local business owners. 
As part of the visit Leslie was invited to dive an 
original Rouquayrol Denayrouze scuba unit at the place 
Philippe Rousseau and Lucien Cabrolie congratulate Leslie 
Leaney after his R&D scuba dive in the River Lot. 
in the River Lot where it first entered the water nearly 140 years ago. The dive took place from a barge moored on the 
river and was organized by the Musee staff and members of the Espalion Club de Plongee. The event was covered in 
the French press and shown on French national TV, France 3. 
Special thanks are due to Lucien Cabrolie, Mayor Gilbert Cayron, and the City Council for their generous hospi-
tality, Marcel and Jean Bonnaterre of the newspaper Bulletin d'Espalion, Gilbert Chauchard of the newspaper Midi-
Libre, Claude Gril of the newspaper La Depeche du Midi, local restaurants Le Plod' Olt, Le Mejane for their hospital-
ity, Alain Versepuech, Jerome Cabrolie, Patrick Saillan, Yves Albinet and all the representatives of the different asso-
ciations in Espalion for their enthusiastic support. 
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Musse du Scaphandre 
wins 
The Nautiek Award 
Dutch HDS member Jan de Groot has established the Nautiek Award with 
the HDS in UK. The annual award is for an outstanding exhibition or museum 
display on diving history, and is voted on by HDS members. The first recipient 
of the award is the Musee du Scaphandre in Espalion, France, which in addi-
tion to displaying various unique diving apparatus also hosted an international 
seminar on diving history in 1997. The award was presented at the UK confer-
ence in Bristol by film maker Ray Sutcliffe and received on behalf of the Musee 
by their American representative, Leslie Leaney. For more information on the 
NautiekAward contact Mike Fardell at 011-44-1-737-249961. 
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1999 Santa Barbara 
Underwater Film Festival 
sponsored by 
The Historical Diving Society, S.B.C.C., U.C.S.B. 
and Brooks Institute of Photography 
A Tribute to Bev Morgan 
with special guests: 
David Crosby (of Crosby, Stills & Nash) 
Zale Parry, (co-star of Sea Hunt) 
Doug Cummings and others T.B.A. 
Friday May 21, 1999 
Campbell Hall, UCSB 
Doors/displays open 6:30pm, 
Show starts 7:00pm 
ONLY 860 seats. $10 advance tickets, $12 at the 
door, if not sold out. Info. 805-893-8739 
Proceeds benefit the 
Ramsey Parks Memorial Scholarship Fund at S.B.C.C. and 
Nejat Ezal Memorial Scholarship Fund at U.C.S.B. 
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Discover Diving Expo. 
Dallas 
May 1-2, 1999 
Dallas Market Hall 
Dallas, Texas 
Discover Diving Expo. 
Santa Clara 
June 5-6, 1999 
Santa Clara Convention Center 
Santa Clara, California 
Discover Diving Expo. 
Atlanta 
October 9-1 0, 1999 
Cobb Galeria Centre 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Info: 619-697-0703 FAX 619-697-0123 
Email metterm @petersenpub.com 
MANUFACTURING DIVE 
EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
FUTURE SINCE 
1972 
OCEANIC IS PROUD TO BE 
PART OF THE HISTORICAL 
DIVING SOCIETY 
tiCISIJitll C® 
Inventing the Freedom of Diving 
510-562-0500 
www.oceanicusa.com 
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G.E.R.S. diving unit October 1946. Cousteau, Georges, Tailliez, Pinard, Dumas and Morandiere. 
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It was a live broadcast in 1992. French television audiences all over the nation were tuned in to watch the world's great 
ocean pioneers discuss their work and their passion for the sea. Jacques Yves Cousteau sat comfortably self assured; a man 
who had spent countless hours in front of cameras and studio lights. Philippe Tailliez had not yet settled down from the 
turmoil of a delayed and disrupted flight, from his home in Toulon in the south of France to Paris, and the hectic ride to the 
studio. Tailliez completely missed the pre-broadcast luncheon with the television show host, and arrived just before the 
show went on the air. The broadcast was live. 
When the camera panned to Tailliez, the talk show host obviously expected platitudes. What Tailliez said was honest 
and to the point. It also stunned the studio and television audience. "I am 'ante' Cousteau and I am 'anti' Cousteau," Tailliez 
said. The television host fumbled. It was an unexpected return from this quiet ocean pioneer. Cousteau, in spite of rumors 
about his difficult personality in working situations, was still the world's symbol of ocean exploration. 
Tailliez did finish his thought however, adding "Ante, because I am older than Cousteau and began diving before him 
and 'anti' because if there were ever two personalities that are different, it is his and mine." 
What Philippe Tailliez had said described in a nutshell a lifetime of accomplishment away from the bright lights of 
television and away from sensationalism. Tailliez always worked with great sympathy toward others and a gentle nature 
that insisted on giving everyone respect and honor as human beings, as well as credit for their participation in common 
work. 
In February 1953, Cousteau's book THE SILENT WoRLD was published in America. "It changed things between them. I 
think Philippe was terribly hurt," someone very close to Tailliez related. "He will never admit it and is too modest to tell you 
himself, but when Cousteau went to New York and closed himself in a hotel room for five days with a writer (Ed. James 
Dugan) and they did THE SILENT WoRLD about Cousteau's work with Philippe and Frederic Dumas, without listing the 
others as authors, it hurt him deeply. The book was about everything the Three Musketeers of diving had been doing 
together. Up to that time they were the closest of friends and colleagues and everything was done with a common purpose," 
the source said, unwilling to be quoted directly, but close enough to Tailliez to point up an aspect of history that began 
changing the paths each man would take in later life. 
"Cousteau came back and told Philippe he couldn't list the others as authors because they were not in New York," the 
source added. "This was a lame excuse." 
"I am not a mass media man," Tailliez explained. "I stammer, and even as a child in school, people tended to disregard 
what I said and became impatient. The media is not for me." Tailliez spoke gently, displaying his winning personality and 
nature that has captured and absorbed small audiences and groups of friends, including Jacques Cousteau, since he began 
talking and writing about his work in the oceans. 
The above insights are merely an introduction to a most exceptional person who would be exceptional whether his 
career began with the oceans or with literature, philosophy or religion. ForTailliez, unlike Cousteau, believes strongly in the 
tenets of religion and has a sense of humanity and sensitivity that touches everyone he comes in contact with. This is about 
Philippe Tailliez, the quiet ocean pioneer. The grandfather of diving and modem ocean exploration. 
John Christopher Fine 
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Philippe Tailliez - Ocean Pioneer 
by John Christopher Fine 
There's a spring in his step when he walks. A mag-
netism when he smiles and when he talks about the lit-
erature that he loves, he is animated with a charismatic 
glow that transforms his speech into poetic description. 
He is Philippe Tailliez. A man who started out a pioneer 
in diving and submarine technology. He taught and influ-
enced officers under 
his command, like 
Jacques Cousteau, and 
has a world view of 
the oceans and their 
place in the history 
and future of human 
existence. 
Finally in 1911, Tailliez' father was transferred to 
shore duty, assuming the post of Commander of Pyro-
technics of Saint Nicholas in Brest. In the few years be-
fore the outbreak of World War I, Tailliez enjoyed a happy 
life in Brittany. In 1914, the war transformed the quiet 
fishing coast into frenzy of activity. His father now com-
manded a war factory 
of four thousand 
workers. 
While attending 
school Philippe's im-
agination continued to 
wander to the sea. "It 
was during the war in 
Brest. I remember to 
this day the smell of 
acetylene outside as I 
waited for the car that 
took us home from 
school. The thing that 
interested me was to 
.~ have a red fish that 
was being offered as a 
~prize if you could 
il: guess the right number g 
His view encom-
passes religion, art and 
science, which are the 
three pillars of his 
major thesis; a work 
he is preparing for 
publication called MY 
OcEAN oF UNCER-
TAINTY. This Tailliez, 
who long ago made 
his mark in the annals 
of history and inven-
tion, continues in his 
when a wheel of Cousteau and Tailliez in 1995 
chance was spun. I 
watched the game as I waited. I played it finally. The 
wheel stopped on my number and I won the fish in a small 
bowl. I got into the school car with my prize in its jar. As 
we started along the road for home, I watched how the 
little red fish swam. The water in the bowl rocked back 
and forth and the fish stabilized itself, using its tail like 
this," Philippe Tailliez said, describing the fish's motion 
with an animated gesture. 
restless search for answers to problems presented in his 
youth that remain unresolved by his experience. He is a 
pioneer of yesterday and tomorrow. 
Philippe Tailliez was born on June 15, 1905, in the 
French coastal town of North Malo on Dunkergue beach. 
His father entered the French Naval College in 1893 and 
traveled the world from Indochina to Tahiti. It was the 
stories his father told young Philippe of enchanted 
Polynesian islands, about native pearl divers and spear 
fishermen, that excited the young boy's imagination. The 
family lived on the Atlantic coast, and Philippe explored 
the ports and tributaries in a small sailing canoe. 
"When we were little, father taught us to swim in the 
European style of the day. There was no crawl then. The 
breast stroke was a popular phenomenon. I wanted to dive 
like my father had in Tahiti. Like the pearl divers. He told 
me wonderful stories how children would dive for money 
when their warships passed close to land. In Suez my 
father described how the children would dive down and 
swim under their ship to the other side, coming up with 
the coin held in their teeth," Tailliez said. He described 
one incident his father recounted where a coin diver 
drowned trying to swim under the ship's hull. 
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"If the fish moved like this, its tail went like this," 
Tailliez continued. "I had not up to that point in my life 
seen marine mammals swimming. But to swim like this," 
another gesture, "my father had never spoken of anything 
like this. His swimming was European, the breast stroke. 
So it was there in the school car, watching my small red 
fish swimming in its jar that I invented "la nage baleine," 
the dolphin kick," Tailliez smiled. 
"I was very agile. I could always jump higher than 
any of the other kids without even taking a running start. 
My body was supple and when I put into practice the 
new stroke I invented when swimming with my friends, I 
always won. My friends said that I was cheating, so I had 
to go back to swimming in the old fashioned way." 
In 1924 Philippe Tailliez entered the French Naval 
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College. By this time he had 
earned a reputation as a champion 
swimmer. "At the Naval College, 
the swimming instructor taught us 
the crawl. I said I have another 
system, my "nage baleine." I 
showed them, but the instructor 
said no. One year later I saw 
Johnny Weismuller swimming 
that way and I said 'look he stole 
my nage baleine'," Tailliez 
smiled. 
spearfisherman. He was taken for 
an extraordinary man by the peo-
ple along the coast who saw him 
come out of the water with enor-
mous fish. There was not pollution 
along the coasts then and Dumas 
hunted the big fish," Tailliez said. 
"This was the period of La Dolce 
Vita, before 1936. We could see a 
war coming but that didn't inter-
rupt our pleasure. The climate on 
the Cote d' Azur, like California, 
promoted the relaxed lifestyle 
Dumas lived. He was very ani-
mated for the times. He lived out-
side of the norms; maybe what you 
~ would say today is a hippie style. I 
~ got along well with Dumas and one j: day I said to Cousteau, 'you have 
~ to meet Frederic Dumas.' And that 
Tailliez' first encounter with 
Jacques-Yves Cousteau occurred 
when the young ensign was as-
signed to his ship, the Condorcet, 
anchored in Toulon, France. 
"Cousteau had an accident with 
his car. He looped it and had been 
seriously injured. His shoulder 
and chest were badly damaged. A 
surgeon had wanted to cut off 
Tailliez in 1937 is when we formed a team," 
Tailliez recalled. 
Cousteau's arm, but he had said no and refused the op-
eration," Tailliez recounts. "After spending four or five 
months in the hospital, Cousteau got out. We were pro-
fessors together on the Condorcet; him a cannon instruc-
tor and me torpedoes and electricity. After the hospital 
confinement Cousteau needed exercise. We swam to-
gether. I was already spearfishing along the coast. We got 
along together and so I showed him what a mask was." 
The two men became close friends, and Cousteau 
named his youngest son Philippe, after Tailliez. Unfortu-
nately Philippe Cousteau was later to lose his life in a 
tragic accident when a plane he was piloting crashed in 
In French naval uniform 1941 
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the Tagus River. 
Through his 
spearfishing 
Tailliez was soon 
to make the ac-
quaintance of yet a 
third person, 
Frederic Dumas. 
Together, the trio 
of Tailliez, 
Cousteau and 
Dumas would 
come to be known 
as the Three Mus-
keteers of diving. 
"Frederic 
Dumas had a repu-
tation on the coast 
as a great 
At 22, Philippe Tailliez, stationed by the French Navy 
in Toulon, was in the prime of a happy existence. He re-
jected the conventional. When it was time to leave ship, 
he would jump over the side and swim ashore. He left 
the trip from the anchorage to quay, via the officers shore 
launch, to others. 
Young Tailliez rented a room at 48 rue Jean Jares 
near the port. " In my youth I had fantasies. I lived just 
there, where I had my apartment," Tailliez said, pointing 
up to a balcony that over looked the street. "I would never 
enter in through the door. I had a small grappin (hook) 
that I would throw up with a cord. It would hook on the 
balcony and I would climb up the rope to my room," he 
smiled, describing his zest of youth that earned him a 
reputation for whimsy. 
"Je begue," (I stammer) Tailliez said, looking across 
the table. His usually kind and animated countenance 
turned serious; the look of concern. He was probably re-
membering hurts, slights and the meanness of young com-
panions who made fun of the stammer that always plagued 
his speech. 
"Doctors said at the time that my stammer came be-
cause I was originally left handed and they made me eat 
with my right hand. Like eating soup," Tailliez motioned. 
" Now they have more or less rejected that idea as the 
cause of childhood stammering, but it marked me. The 
kids in school laughed--he cannot talk," Tailliez re-
membered. 
"He does not stammer when he is with you," Josie, 
commandant Tailliez' spouse said. "When he feels the 
warmth, the sympathy of an audience, when he feels com-
fortable with someone, he doesn't stammer," she added. 
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Tailliez in standard heavy diving gear 
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Josie is 
Tailliez' spouse 
of 11 years, af-
ter his first wife 
died of cancer. 
She is a perfect 
complement to 
his poetic na-
ture. "I don't 
notice cold or 
N that I am hun-
., 
~ gry when I'm 
§: concentrating 
~ on my work," 
gPhilippe 
Tailliez would 
say. Josie 
would insist 
that he not work where it is cold and damp and see that 
he eats well. "If he was alone I don't think he would eat, 
he wouldn't eat balanced meals," Josie would say, ex-
pressing her great admiration and love. 
"11 begue, (He stammers) but not when he's mad," 
Andre Gal erne said with a laugh. Gal erne knew the Three 
Musketeers of diving from the very early days in France. 
It was commercial diving that interested Galeme and he 
formed an organization for underwater work in France. 
He migrated first to Canada then the United States, where 
Galeme established International Underwater Contrac-
tors, a multinational underwater technology corporation. 
"I remember once we were on board ship. We had a 
new underwater camera with a flash. Tailliez wanted to 
borrow the new camera. He went down with it and all of 
a sudden we heard a loud explosion. Tailliez surfaced with 
the camera and yelled at us. Hydrogen had accumulated 
from the flash batteries and it exploded when it went off. 
Nothing happened since the flash was contained in a metal 
housing, but he was mad. When he is mad he doesn't 
stammer," Galerne laughed, remembering his old friends 
incident. 
Tailliez had always been sensitive to the feelings of 
others, perhaps as a result of his own experiences as a 
child. He tells a story about an officer sent to assist him 
when Tailliez commanded the French Navy's Diving 
School. "The Commandant assigned an officer to us who 
had had polio. In those days it was the theory that water 
was bad for persons who had had polio and of course that 
meant this man could not dive. This would be too diffi-
cult. An officer in the diving school who would just have 
to watch from shore and not participate. I spoke with the 
new officer and we agreed to write a letter to the Com-
mandant to have him replaced, explaining that it would 
not be good to have an officer who would not be able to 
participate in the diving activities. We received a terse 
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reply from the Commandant. When he gave an order it 
was an order and so the man stayed. As time went on the 
new officer saw others diving but couldn't participate 
because of this superstition, at the time, about water be-
ing bad for him. We thought it was too hard for him that 
he could only watch. He was an enthusiastic officer. So 
we developed a dry suit for him, fitting the collar so it 
was water tight. Well it wasn't perfectly dry. So he got a 
little wet. The more he dived, the more he got wet. Little 
by little he dived without the dry suit and nothing hap-
pened. To our delight we found that this theory was wrong 
and the officer became an integral part of our team," 
Tailliez recalled with pleasure. 
There is a great kindness in Philippe Tailliez' face, it 
is evident in his eyes. His enthusiasm for the oceans and 
everything literary has never waned. Tailliez loves po-
etry. His thinking has been influenced by St. Exupery and 
Teilhard de Chardin. When he reads a favorite passage 
the spirit and drama of his voice conveys the mood of the 
author. He had developed the discipline of making notes 
of passages that he likes. Tailliez' voluminous files in-
clude notes from the American Declaration of Independ-
ence to ancient Roman and Greek philosophers which he 
studied in the original Latin and Greek while in school. 
Tailliez became the first commander of France's Un-
derwater Research Group. He participated in the original 
sea trials of deep ocean diving bathyscaphs for the French 
Navy, and developed a friendship with German engineer 
Heinz Sellner. Sellner told the French Commander that 
he had designed and constructed a deep diving submers-
ible that had descended to 2400 meters. If Sellner's fan-
tastic story was true, then his feat was accomplished years 
before the famous descents by Wilim, Houot and Picard. 
Tailliez surfaces after locating an ancient Greek galley at a 
depth of 130 feet of Tunisia in 1948. 
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The encounter between Tailliez and Sellner was a 
story of coincidence which occurred after the war. The 
French Navy was assigned to patrol a section of the Rhine 
and Commandant Tailliez was in charge of the French 
flotilla stationed at Koblenz. He met Heinz Sellner and 
was taken with the German's tales of escaping the Rus-
sians and of constructing a deep diving vehicle. Sellner 
claimed to have descended to 2400 meters in a private 
trial in August 1947 
off Cap Nord in the 
Barentz Sea. 
Tailliez continues to run against the current. He battles 
for the environment at the same time earning the admira-
tion and love of those that respect his dedication to the 
sea. 
Retired in 1960 after 36 years service in the French 
Navy, Tailliez spends full days working as a volunteer 
for ECOMAIR and GRAN, an underwater archaeology 
organization with offices in the Navy Arsenal in Toulon. 
They have begun 
excavation of a 
shipwreck at 
Villefranche near 
Nice which has 
been dated to 
within 20 years of 
the famous Nao 
Santa Maria of 
Christopher 
Columbus. Coins, 
' ., pottery and arti-
With Tailliez's 
support, a second 
gas ballasted bathy-
scaphe was built by 
Sellner in a project 
undertaken with the 
French Office of 
Underwater Re-
search (OFRS). 
When built, the sub-
mersible weighed 
20 tons and was 15 
meters long. How-
ever, the project 
was under-capital-
John C. Fine, Richard Roulet, Tailliez and J. Y. Cousteau at Sanary Sur Mer 
after the dedication of a street in honor of their friend Fredric Dumas 
~ facts recovered 
from the wreck site 
are being studied 
and preserved by 
GRAN. As 
GRAN's President, 
ized and at the end of 18 months of labor, the problem-
plagued venture ended in failure. The gas ballasted bathy-
scape would not descend. As Tailliez and Sellner stood 
together, their project just unhappily ended, Tailliez asked 
the inventor whether he had told him the truth about div-
ing to 2400 meters in 1947 off Murmansk. Sellner reaf-
firmed that he had, and Tailliez believed him. From the 
events Sellner described, and from their work together 
building the second prototype deep diving submersible, 
Tailliez wrote the book Aquarius. 
"I am a man who runs against the current," Tailliez 
said, smiling. 
"He is a legend 
in the French Navy," 
his old friend Andre 
Galerne said, de-
scribing him. 
"I love him and 
have great admira-
tion for him," his 
wife Josie says. 
Tailliez, will direct the continuing project which will even-
tually recover and preserve the wood structures of the 
shipwreck. 
Tailliez is also one of the organizers of the first un-
derwater natural park in France. Since its inception by 
decree of October 1963, he has conducted 39 campaigns 
at Port Cros. With students and biologists, they study the 
ecology and environment in this protected area near 
Toulon. 
"My idea is you have to study ecology like a science, 
it is not political. The importance is to study how species 
live, to study animals and plants in their environment," 
Tailliez says. 
Through 
ECOMAIR, 
Tailliez was the 
first to say that the 
sea is sick and a 
diagnosis should be 
made. He speaks 
out against 
continued en-
croachment on the 
fragile tidal pools 
-~ and marine plant 
u. 
u beds by rampant 
~ construction on the 
g Cote d' Azur. 
At ECOMAIR, 
the acronym for the 
Toulon based Envi-
ronmental 
Commission for 
which he serves as 
Vice President, 
Philippe Tailliez, John C. Fine and Albert Falco in Corsica 
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Tailliez has mounted a major project to study marine 
plants and draw public attention to the delicate balance 
that is being disrupted. As part of his effort, Tailliez has 
organized a "Salt Walk" which will have students and 
biologists walking along the course of rivers down to the 
sea. Snorklers will swim along the shoreline of the Medi-
terranean region around Toulon, all making notes and 
studying environmental conditions. 
Nautilus is the name of the Jules Verne Villa, which 
is located in Toulon, and it is the Verne family property 
where the noted writer spent his summers. It is now a 
"" municipal training center where ECOMAIR has located ~ 
its office. From here Tailliez describes a new project he ~ 
intends to launch. Working on a new book that will de- ->l 
scribe the many facets of his life and underwater explo-
rations, Tailliez speaks of the urgent need for a spiritual 
understanding of the oceans and humankind's place in 
the natural environment. 
Tailliez calls his project Archipelaego. The ego rep-
resenting a personal involvement with the spirit of the 
oceans. The project is a philosophy which Tailliez plans 
to symbolize using a floating archipelago dynamically 
stationed in the Pacific Ocean beyond territorial waters 
and national controls. Tailliez envisions the structure prob-
ing the ocean below with an undersea habitat and the heav-
ens above with a tower that can receive satellite commu-
nications and signals from outer space. 
The coincidence is too real to be ignored. Tailliez lives 
just a few steps from the Jules Verne Villa where he works 
each day. When asked about the similarities, Tailliez an-
swers, "It is not that I am taking up the relay from Jules 
Verne. He died in 1905 and I was born in 1905. I do not 
assign any value to that, other than it is amusing. But we 
are here, my dear friend, in the house of Jules Verne. That 
is a remarkable coincidence." 
When his book is finished, Tailliez will set a struc-
ture in motion that will probe the sea for a revolutionary 
purpose. To awaken international conscience to the crisis 
of the oceans and vitally interrelated natural environments 
on land and in space. The floating Archipelaego project 
will be consecrated to the philosophy that the sea and 
outer space belong to the patrimony of all humanity, the 
whole intertwined with the human spirit. 
Philippe Tailliez at 94 remains a dreamer. A poet 
whose adventures and experience span the breadth of 
modern ocean exploration, invention and discovery He 
is a pioneer, a man who dreams as Jules Verne dreamt, of 
the sea as "A vast reservoir of nature." He envisions a sea 
that "Does not belong to despots," where "upon its sur-
face men can still exercise unjust laws, fight, tear one 
another to pieces, and be carried away with terrestrial 
horrors. But at thirty feet below its level, their reign ceases. 
Their influence is quenched, and their power disappears. 
Ah! sir,-live in the bosom of the waters! There only is 
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Q! 
Tailliez and J. Y. Cousteau reminisce at the home of 
Richard Roullet in Sanary 
independence! There I recognize no monsters! There I 
am free." 
Editors note. The quotes from Philippe Tailliez and Andre 
Galerne contained in this article were made to the au-
thor over the course of their lengthy friendship. Philippe 
Tailliez is the recipient of the 1998 Historical Diver Pio-
neer Award which is detailed in this issue. He is also the 
recipient of the 1998 Academy of Underwater Arts and 
Science Award for Distinguished Service, details of which 
will appear in the next issue of Historical Diver. 
The Author. John Christopher Fine is a marine biologist 
with a doctor of jurisprudence degree, and is the author 
of 15 books, including award-winning books about ocean 
pollution. He is liaison officer of the United Nations En-
vironment Program, and for the Confederation Mondiale 
for ocean matters. He was the 1993 NOGI Award recipi-
ent for Sports and Education and has an strong interest in 
diving history. 
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by Leslie Leaney, in association with Leon Lyons 
The world's first major manufacturer of diving equipment was Augustus Siebe in London, England. He founded 
his company in 1819, and it eventually evolved into the famous "Siebe Gorman" company which supplied diving 
equipment to navies and commercial operators throughout the world. Shortly after he formed his company, Augustus 
Siebe became involved in the manufacture of diving equipment, and by 1839 had manufactured his prototype closed 
helmet, incorporating features designed by the Deane brothers and George Edwards (HD M#4 p21). 
In 1840 Siebe's closed helmet was employed by Colonel Charles Pasley in his removal of the wreck of the Royal 
George. During the 1840 season Siebe further improved his helmet by introducing the interrupted thread neck ring 
system to his design. This allowed the bonnet of the helmet to be removed from the breastplate by 1/8 th of a turn. On 
December 30 1840 Colonel Pasley produced his report 
on the diving dresses employed on the Royal George 
Figure 1. Pasley's 1840 diver equipped by A. Siebe 
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noting that "I am of opinion that Mr. Siebe's Diving 
Apparatus is as near perfection as can be expected." 
Augustus Siebe's 1840 helmet became the corner-
stone of surface supplied diving equipment. During the 
remaining part of the 19th century the helmet design 
underwent various modifications and adjustments to 
make it more "user friendly" and safer to operate. Port 
glasses went from convex to flat, locking devices were 
attached, spitcocks introduced, the non-recessed neck 
ring was replaced with a recessed one, and telephonic 
communications were added. The diver eventually got 
some real control over his buoyancy by the introduc-
tion of an adjustable exhaust valve. All these improve-
ments to the Augustus Siebe helmet design of 1840 are 
the very early steps on a 160 year journey that eventu-
ally lead us to the helmets worn by today's divers and 
astronauts. 
Since 1840 the various incarnations of Augustus 
Siebe's company produced a substantial number of div-
ing helmets. Possibly, slightly in excess of twenty thou-
sand (20,000) units. Fortunately for historical research-
ers, the company also put their name on the breastplate 
of most of these helmets and, in all but the earliest mod-
els, stamped the inner neck rings with matching pro-
duction serial numbers. 
Prior to the establishing of the Historical Diving 
Society, numerous historians and collectors of diving 
equipment had been researching the history of the vari-
ous equipment manufacturers such as Morse, Schrader 
and Desco. Some of this collective research appears in 
the Mark V column in HDM #1,2,3 and 4 and will ap-
pear in future issues of HDM. Starting in 1988, Leon 
Lyons and I began sharing information on various early 
English helmets manufactured by Augustus Siebe and 
the Siebe Gorman company, during the last century, and 
the early part of this century. Over a period of several 
years we compiled a list of the serial numbers of the 
helmets we examined and we detailed the different fea-
tures on the various helmets. We jokingly called part of 
our research "chase the exhaust valve." It was the place-
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ment and components of this valve that could sometime determine the vintage of the helmet prior to us seeing the 
detail of the name on the breastplate or manufacturer's serial number in the neck rings. For the record, we figured the 
exhaust valve actually took about fifty years to make its way from the back of the helmet to its final resting place, i.e. 
behind the right side view port, with the exhaust tube set at various vertical angles. 
The aim of all this detailing and recording was to establish a general guide to dating these early helmets that could 
be used as a reference source to assist collectors and historians. We continued this joint research until 1994. 
In April of that year the British diving historian John Bevan visited California as my guest. During the course of 
his one week stay we discussed his research into the careers of the Deane brothers, which John eventually published in 
1996 under the title of THE INFERNAL DIVER. In addition to examining items in my collection and library relevant to his 
research into the Deane's, John and I discussed our mutual interest in early Siebe equipment which he had also been 
researching. As John was based in London, it seemed his chances of uncovering more information on the products of 
Siebe Gorman were much greater than either Leon's, in Florida, or mine, in California. I therefore agreed to turn over 
our research to John to supplement the work he had already done. 
The following is a part of the research recorded by Leon and I up to April 1994. Due to the space constraints of the 
magazine, we have not gone into micro detail on components such as spitcock, port guard, strap/brale, faceplate 
design, and the positioning of lashing eyes etc. We believe that some of the helmets referenced have been retrofitted, 
and have exhaust modifications, so this account will probably contain some inaccuracies that will be revealed as 
research continues. The only real constant feature in the helmets referenced here is that all the bonnets were hand 
formed, or "castellated," as they are sometimes called. 
We have produced this reference in what we believe is the correct chronological order, although we think the 
exhaust design of the helmet in Figure 2 pre-dates the exhaust design in the drawings in Figure 1a. We have headed 
each section with the actual company text from the breastplate of the helmets in that section. 
We hope that this listing will serve as a temporary guide to early Siebe Gorman helmets until John's more detailed 
and comprehensive accounting is published. Color photos of some of these helmets can be found in Leon's book 
HELMETS OF THE DEEP, available on page 49 and details and photos of Siebe Gorman's vast array of equipment can be 
found in DEEP DIVING AND SuBMARINE OPERATIONS available on page 30. 
The following is the text of the letter accompanying Colonel Pasley's 1840 Report on the diving equipment 
used on the Royal George. 
Colonel Pasley to the Inspector General of Fortifications with a report on Mr. Siebe s: as being the best diving 
apparatus of all that were used in the recent operations against the wreck of the Royal George, and requesting, that 
as such, it may be brought under the notice of the Master General and the Board of Ordinance. 
Chatham 30th December 1840 
Sir, 
I have the honour of forwarding herewith a Report upon the most approved diving Helmet and dress used 
in the recent operations against the wreck of the Royal George at Spithead, illustrated by a Drawing with 
references. -As every Inventor recommends his own peculiar Apparatus with confident assertions of its supe-
riority over all others, and as the most skillful Divers, who have used one apparatus only, have strong preju-
dices in its favour and against all these that they have not used, I beg that you will submit this Report and 
Drawing to the Inspector General of Fortifications, Right Honble. the Master General and Board of Ordi-
nance, with my recommendations of Siebe's Diving Apparatus as being best of all those that I am acquainted 
with, and from its safety, as being peculiarly adapted to her Majesty s Service, in which volunteer divers may 
often have to be employed, especially in the Colonies, for want of experienced Professional Divers. 
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I have the honour to be 
Sir, 
Your Most Obedient humble Servant 
C. W. Pasley 
Colonel Engrs. 
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A. Siebe. 1839-1870 
A. SIEBE 
PATENT 
5 DENMARK St 
LONDON 
Augustus Siebe's closed helmet production started in 1839 and the company probably continued producing hel-
mets under the A. Siebe name until 1870. The helmets examined were hand formed, had non-recessed neck rings, 
con vexed glasses in their ports and the lashing eyes were positioned below the face plate. The logo of the HDSUSA is 
based upon this design. (See HDM #13 p 10). 
Figure 1 a. Pasley's 1840 drawing ()[an A. Siebe helmet with style 2 non adjustable exhaust 
1840 (Fig. 1 and 1a). Colonel C. W. Pasley's drawing (Fig. la) of the A. Siebe helmet from his 1840 report on his 
operations on the wreck of the Royal George. It features a 12 bolt breastplate, interrupted thread neck ring, removable front 
view port and non adjustable exhaust. The breastplate is much larger than any of the examples we have seen and completely 
covers the diver's shoulders. We speculate that all the manufactured breastplates of this size were probably later modified to 
the narrower style allowing the diver increased movement of his arms. The strapslbrales on this model have a reinforcing 
ridge down their center. The drawing also shows the exhaust modification (Style #2) that Pasley introduced during 1840. 
The helmet features loops on the side of the bonnet for the rope attached to the back helmet weights to pass through and the 
large front weight can be seen covering the diver's chest and stomach area (Fig. 1).These loops were eventually removed 
and replaced by lanyard hooks, and studs were mounted on the breastplate for the weights to attach to. This type of weight 
rigging system can be seen on most of the helmets in this article. The system was originally designed to place pressure on 
the helmet neck rings to prevent them from rotating and separating during diving operations. Helmet locking devices would 
arrive later in the century. The air hose and safety/signalline would attach to lashing eyes located below either side of the 
front port but these are not featured in this drawing. From The Public Record Office, London, courtesy Adam Ridges. 
The following is an extract from Colonel Pasley's 1840 Report detailing his modification of the Sipiral 
exhaust (Style #1) to the simpler design (Style#2) shown in his drawings above. 
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In M r Siebe s helmets, the way for the waste air did not consist of a Simple Opening opposite to and closed by the 
valve outside, but had an entrance from the inside into a Sort of Spiral or Syphon Shaped pipe or channel for the air 
to escape from, leading from the lower part of the head to the top of the helmet, and from thence descending down 
again to the valve at the bottom of the head of the helmet. This arrangement first proposed I believe by M r Edwards, 
under the idea that if water got in by the valve, it would have to run up the bent pipe or Syphon, the air in which 
would prevent its progress, appeared to me to be unnecessary, because I had seen Corporal Harris plunge down 
head foremost in Mr Siebe s Apparatus, and whether in this position or upright, no water entered, which proved to 
my mind, that this bend did neither good nor harm, because if beneficial in one of these positions, it ought to have 
been no less prejudicial in the contrary one. I therefore took the liberty of Soldering up the Airpipe in Mr Siebe s 
apparatus, and cutting a hole through his helmet directly opposite to the Valve, and having sent down Corporal 
Harris last month to try it in the Medway, the water was perfectly excluded, both in an upright position and with his 
head down. This Simplication of M r Siebe s Apparatus, saves workmanship and expense, and at the same time gets 
rid of an erroneous principle, and he will adopt it in his future constructions, as he came down to Chatham himself 
and saw it tried. 
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Figure 2. c 1840 A. Siebe with style I spiral non adjustable exhaust 
Circa 1840 (Fig. 2).We believe this to be a very early A. Siebe helmet as it features the non adjustable siphon, or 
snail, type exhaust (Style #1). As noted previously, Colonel Pasley had this first style modified to the less elaborate 
type shown in his 1840 drawing. The bonnet features the contoured side port frames as seen on the Sadler helmet in 
HDM#ll, and the Deane/Siebe helmet on the cover of HDM#3. The air inlet pipe is not round but hexagonal. It is 
possible that this breastplate was modified to this smaller size from one that covered the diver's shoulders as seen in 
Pasley's 1840 drawing. It has the reinforced straps/brales and also features studs for the weights, while the bonnet 
features lanyard hooks for the weight ropes, and not loops, as in the Pasley drawings. It has two lashing eyes below the 
front port. The spitcock was almost certainly added sometime later and there is no locking device. This model was 
donated to the London Science Museum in 1881 by W. A. Gorman. Photo © Science Museum London. 
Figure 3. c 1844-70 A. Siebe with style 3 non adjustable exhaust with tube 
1844-70 (Fig. 3). This A. Siebe is of a later design with curved side port frames and slightly thicker neck rings 
which are stamped with the number "2" on their front outer surface, as are some other components. We believe that the 
"2" indicates a part number and is not the helmet serial number. The design of the exhaust with a small angled tube 
(Style #3) was recorded in 1844 but could possibly be earlier. The straps/brales do not have the reinforcing ridge and 
the air inlet pipe is round. There is no locking device or spitcock. Photo by Steve Chaparro © 1992 HDS USA. 
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Figure 4. c 1844-70 A. Siebe with style 4 closeable exhaust valve 
1844-70 (Fig. 4). This A. Siebe appears to be exactly the same model as the previous helmet but features a vertical 
exhaust tube and an exhaust valve that can be closed by the diver. The valve allows the diver to insert his finger and 
control the flow ofthe escaping air. (Style# 4) The diver could use this to increase his buoyancy and rise to the surface. 
This helmet has a spitcock and locking device which were almost certainly added after it was originally manufactured-
possibly at the same time the exhaust was modified. The neck rings are stamped "3" on their outer front surface. This 
helmet is featured on the cover of Leon's book HELMETS OF THE DEEP. Photo© Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP, 
by Leon Lyons, 1988, page 20-21. 
Siebe & Gorman 1870 · 1880 
SIEBE & GORMAN 
PATENT 
Figure 5. c 1870 Siebe & Gorman with style 3 non adjustable exhaust with tube 
Circa 1870 (Fig. 5). An illustration from an early Siebe & Gorman catalog showing the company's helmet with 
the non-adjustable Style# 3 exhaust (e). The catalog text reads "The outlet valve (e) allows the foul air to escape, and 
prevents the entrance of the water. The valve-spindle is immediately closed on the least cessation of the supply of the 
air, by means of a spiral spring, as well as by the pressure of the water; this valve being slightly loaded prevents the 
pressure of the water acting on the body of the Diver, in consequence of the internal pressure being greater than the 
external." The text further notes that a "regulating valve" is available "when ordered." We believe this "regulating 
valve" to be what we now call the spitcock. The text further notes that the rigging of the helmet weights "entirely 
prevent the head becoming unscrewed by accident." There are several Testimonials endorsing A. Siebe (not Siebe & 
Gorman) equipment printed in this catalog, the latest of which is dated February 14, 1870, which is possibly the year 
this catalog was printed. Authors library. 
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Figure 6. c 1873-80 Siebe & Gorman with style 4 closeable exhaust valve 
Circa 1873 (Fig. 6). An illustration from CoNQUEST OF THE SEA by Henry Siebe, written in 1873, of a Siebe & 
Gorman helmet showing the Style #4 exhaust (e). The accompanying text reads, "An outlet valve, (e), is provided at 
the side of the helmet, which the diver can close by inserting his finger in the opening of cap; this is only done when 
he requires to rise to the surface. This valve allows foul air to escape, and prevents the entrance of water." This 1873 
model helmet also has an exhaust valve (h) in the center of the breastplate. There is no reference to the helmet weights 
preventing the helmet from becoming unscrewed, so it is possible that the company's first design of locking device 
had been introduced. 
The same illustration and text also appear in a later Siebe & Gorman catalog published sometime after 1874. In 
this catalog the spitcock is introduced thus; "At the side of the front glass is a regulating cock for getting rid of the 
excess of air, and when the back outlet-valve is closed, to regulate the expansion of the dress in rising to the surface." 
The breastplate exhaust is still featured. Authors library. 
Figure 7. # 5 Siebe & Gorman with style 4 closeable exhaust valve 
5 (Fig. ?).This helmet has a "5" stamped on the inner surface of each neck ring and we believe this to be the 
helmets actual serial number. This became the company's standard way of numbering each helmet. There is a "5" also 
stamped on the under surface of two of the straps. This helmet is non-recessed, has convexed glass side ports, spitcock, 
locking device and the style #4 exhaust. Photo © Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP page 351. 
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Figure 8. # 1572 Siebe & Gorman with adjustable exhaust 
1572 (Fig. 8). This bonnet has an adjustable spring exhaust control located at the same position of the helmet as 
helmet 5. From this model on, the design of the components of these adjustable exhaust controls varied a great deal. 
With our limited American based research, and the various exhaust modifications, it is difficult to say exactly what the 
next style of control was, so we have refrained from designating further style numbers. The bonnet has flat glass ports 
and has a spitcock and locking device. Photo © Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP page 22. 
Figure 9. # 1715 Siebe & Gorman 
1715 (Fig. 9). Matched serial number neck rings. This helmet appears to have its standard vertical oval side ports 
replaced with round ones and has had its original exhaust replaced with a style normally associated with Sponge or 
Pearl diving helmets. There are several other areas on this helmet that appear to have had items attached and later 
removed. This helmet is the last one we recorded with a non-recessed neck ring. Photo© Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS 
OF THE DEEP page 23. 
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Figure 10. # 1749 Siebe & Gorman 
1749 (Fig. 1 0). According to the information supplied, this helmet has matched recessed neck rings, convex glass 
side ports, and an exhaust that has been relocated to just behind the right view port (from the original position of style 
#4 ). This is the last model we recorded with the early large style bonnet. Photo© Jan de Groot 
Figure 11. # 1817 (possibly) 
2354 (possibly# 1817) (Fig. 11 ). Matched neck rings. We believe that this helmet may originally have been 1817 
(the number stamped into the rim of the convex glass faceplate) and had replacement neck rings attached later. Our 
reasoning for this is that helmet numbered 2354 would sequentially be manufactured by the next formation of the 
company which was Siebe Gorman & Co., not Siebe & Gorman. This helmet has heavy framed round widows which 
are similar to those that appeared on helmets manufactured in London by Lang, Samson Barnett and Heinke around 
this same time period. The port glasses are flat and this is the lowest numbered helmet (1817) we recorded where both 
lashing eyes are positioned above the face plate. The bonnet is noticeably smaller than all the previously recorded 
models. An adjustable exhaust control is located in its original position. Photo © Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE 
DEEP page 24. 
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Siebe Gorman & Co. 1880-1904 
SIEBE. GORMAN & Co 
PATENT 
2016 or 8 (no illustration). Breastplate only, stamped Siebe Gorman & Co., missing straps/brales and nuts. Neck 
ring stamped either 2016 or 2018. Information supplied by Ian Griffin. 
Figure 12. # 2667 Siebe Gorman & Co 
2667 (Fig. 12). Matched neck rings. This is the second earliest Siebe Gorman & Co. helmet we recorded. The port 
glasses are convex. This helmet has had its exhaust relocated from the style #4 position to behind the right port and has 
an early (possibly the first) style of company diver telephone connection located in the vertical tube at the left side of 
the front port. The cap on the tube is marked "Gorman, Patent, London." Photo© Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE 
DEEP page 25. 
Figure 13. # 3213 Siebe Gorman & Co 
3213 (Fig. 13). Matched neck rings. Flat port glass. This helmet is the first model we recorded that has the original 
exhaust control angled towards the right view port. Photo © Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP page 26. 
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Figure 14. # 3859 (probably) 
3859 (probably) (Fig. 14). The face plate is numbered 3859 but the matched neck rings are numbered 9713. The 
breastplate is stamped Siebe Gorman & Co but at some time had a tag placed over the stamping. This tag was later lost 
or removed and has left a clear oval outline and the heads of two rivets that had secured it. The exhaust has the longer 
design of tube, which was introduced later, and is positioned directly behind the right view port. We believe that this 
helmet was originally 3859 and was probably factory retrofitted by Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd., with new neck rings, 
exhaust and manufacturers tag to 9713. Photo © 1993 Leslie Leaney. 
Figure 15. # 3970 Siebe Gorman & Co 
3970 (Fig. 15). Bonnet only. The port glasses in this bonnet are flat. The exhaust has the short tube similar to 3213 
located directly behind the right port in its original position. Photo © 1988 Leslie Leaney. 
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Figure 16. # 4720 Siebe Gorman & Co Pearler 
4720 (Fig. 16). Matched neck rings. A small bonnet Pearler design with an exhaust valve in the center of the 
square shaped breastplate, and missing some components. This actual helmet was dredged up during commercial 
diving operations in Tasmania. Information supplied by Ian Griffin. Photo © 1990 Ian Griffin. 
Figure 17. #4776 Siebe Gorman & Co Pearler 
4776 (Fig. 17). Matched neck rings. Another small bonnet Pearler with breastplate exhaust, numbered only fifty 
six helmets later than the previous one. Were these two ( 4720 and 4776) part of a large batch of early Siebe Gorman & Co 
helmets for the Pearling industry? Photo © Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP page 28 
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SIEBE, GORMAN & CO. 
SUBMARINE ENGINEERS 
LONDON 
Figure 18. # 5866 Siebe Gorman & Co. 6 Bolt with first manufacturer's tag design 
5866 (Fig. 18). An early Davis patent 6 bolt with the first style of Siebe Gorman & Co manufacturer's tag on the 
breastplate. The port glass is flat and the exhaust control is located directly behind the right view port. This model of 
helmet was introduced in 1902. Photo© Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP page 38 and© Leslie Leaney 1990. 
SIEBE GORMAN & CO Ltd. 1904-
SIEBE GORMAN & Co Ltd. 
SUBMARINE ENGINEERS 
LONDON (PATENT) 
Figure 19. # 6894 Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 12 bolt breastplate with second manufacturer's tag design 
6894 (Fig. 19). A Siebe Gorman & Co Ltd. 12 bolt breastplate with the second type of manufacturer's tag now 
noting that it is a Ltd. company. Photo © Leon Lyons, 1988, HELMETS OF THE DEEP page 31. 
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Summary of possible dating using the manufacturer's name and recorded helmet numbers. 
Augustus Siebe. 1839-1870 
Insufficient resources to establish a meaningful numbering chart. 
Siebe & Gorman. 1870-1880 
Possibly begins around serial number 1 and ends somewhere between serial numbers 1749 and 2018 
Siebe Gorman & Co. 1880-1904 
Starts between serial numbers 1750 to 2018, and ends between serial numbers 5866 and 6894 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 1904-
Starts somewhere between serial numbers 5867 and 6894 
Possible conclusions on early Siebe helmets. We emphasize POSSIBLE. 
The fixed spring non-adjustable exhaust (Style's # 1, 2 and 3) were replaced with the finger operated exhaust 
valve (Style# 4), somewhere between 1870 and 1873. 
The exhaust valve in the center of the breastplate was introduced somewhere between 1870 and 1873. 
The spitcock was introduced by 1870. 
Recessed neck rings were introduced somewhere between helmets #1715 and 1749 
Smaller bonnets were introduced somewhere between helmets #1750 and 1817. 
The location of the adjustable exhaust control started to move from the back of the helmet (the position of Style 
#4) towards the rear of the right side view port somewhere between helmets #2667 and 3213. 
We believe that the Davis 6 bolt helmet was introduced in 1902, and Siebe Gorman & Co. changed its name to 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. in 1904. If we accept these two dates as correct it could be concluded that; 
1. Helmet #5866 was manufactured between 1902 and 1904 
2. The company had manufactured helmet #5866 by 1904 
3. The company was using manufacturers tags on its helmets by 1904. 
We have recorded details of only a few helmets in a range of possibly over 6000. There is obviously much more 
research to be done and more adventures to be had locating and recording these old Siebe helmets. If you have any 
information you can add to the above, please contact Leon or Leslie at the HDSUSA address, or John Bevan at HDS 
in the UK, and we will try and include it in future issues. 
©1999 Leslie Leaney and Leon Lyons. All rights reserved. No use of text or images without the express written 
consent of the authors and Historical Diver Magazine. 
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DEEP DIVING AND SUBMARINE OPERATIONS 
by Sir Robert H. Davis 
Containing a history of Siebe Gorman 
equipment including their many styles 
of diving helmets. 
Limited edition published to celebrate the 175th 
anniversary of Siebe Gorman in a two volume set 
bound in reflex blue with gold embossed covers 
with matching dust jackets. Both volumes come 
in a reflex blue presentation slip case. 712 pages 
over 650 photographs, line drawings and illustra-
tions. Each set individually numbered. Limited 
edition of 1500 copies only. For a review and 
chronology refer to HISTORICAL DIVER Issue 
No 6. Price $195.00 p.p. $10.00. CA residents add 
7.75% sales tax. Contact HDSUSA for overseas 
shipping rates. 
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Les Pieds-Lourds. 
The History of Diving in France 
by Gilles Millot. 297 pages 11 112" x 9 114" Hardbound 1987. 
This is a magnificent work that is lavishly illustrated with a vast array of photographs 
of helmet divers at work on various salvage and construction jobs during this century. 
Period wood prints and diagrams of early equipment are also featured. The text is in 
French. This is one of the most sought after foreign language titles due to the vast 
number of old diving images. This is first time the title has been available in America 
and we have a very limited supply. The book does not cover recreational diving his-
tory. 
$80.00 plus $6 domestic p&p. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax. For overseas shipping 
contact HDS office via fax or email. 
The Man Who Bought a Navy 
by Gerald Bowman 
249 pages, b&w photos, Hardbound. 
When the Germans sank their surrendered navy at Scapa Flow after WWI, 
salvage experts agreed that recovery of the ships was nearly impossible. In 
1924, an engineering genius named Ernest Cox gambled his personal fortune 
that they were wrong. Although Cox had never even salvaged a rowing boat, he 
bought the scuttled German fleet from the British Admiralty and set about raising 
it. He weathered some major disasters in his operations but also succeeded in 
raising SIX vessels in 14 days, a record, and recovered the battleship Hindenberg, 
the biggest ship ever raised in history. This is his incredible story, illustrated 
with on site photos of a sunken navy, the remnants of which currently provide 
a popular modem dive site. 
$35.00 plus $4 domestic p&p, CAres. add 7.75% sales tax. For overseas ship-
ping contact HDS office via fax or email. 
THE MAN 
WHOIJOUGHT 
A :'1/AVY 
Your Source for 
Professional Diving Equipment 
Dive Commercial 
International 
HISTORICAL DIVER No.l8 Winter 1999 
and 
a proud sponsor of 
HISTORICAL DIVER 
4315 11th Ave. N.W. 
Seattle, WA 98107 
206.784.5050 
dci@ wolfenet.com 
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Ye Olde Master Divers Locker 
Being a visual accounting of some of the weird and wonderful 
diving gear evaluated by the US Navy 
L. G. Arpin Co. DIVAIR regulator. December 1954 
Nick Icorn records this as the first American 
designed and produced regulator. 
For refrence consult "The Early Regulators" by 
Nick !corn, HDM #16 page 17. 
U.S.N. diver shown activating the reserve 
control lever. 
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Classic Diving 
Classic Diving Equipment Groups 
Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDSUSA does not conduct any in-water 
activities. Some American based divers have formed groups to restore, operate and preserve the 
classic equipment of America's rich diving's heritage. These groups often contain divers who are 
members of the HDSUSA. The activities of these groups are not official HDSUSA functions and 
the HDSUSA is not involved in any of the activities of these groups. A sad situation that the 
HDSUSA is forced to endure. This column is produced solely for the interest of our readers. 
Please consult the HDSUSA disclaimer at the front of this issue. 
Los Angeles, California. California Classic Equipment Divers. Charles Orr 
and Duke Drake, organizers. Quarterly newsletter The Com Line. Contact 
www.geocities.com/Pipeline/Halfpipe/4507 Phone 310-834-7051 
Charles Orr and Duke Drake's California Classic Equipment Divers held their 
first dive rally on September 12, 1998 at the College of Oceaneering in Wilmington, 
California. Dives were carefully supervised utilizing the facility's fresh water 
dive tank where over 20 dives were conducted using MkV and Toa equipment. 
Founding members are Charles Orr, Duke Drake, Dorothy Barstad, Rick Erickson, 
Mark Howell, Dale Erikson, Alan Pilkington and AI Perez. A second rally is 
planned for January and will feature a MkV Helium helmet and other equipment. 
The group hopes to assist in the formation of a Denver based "Mountain State 
WEG." CAL.C.E.D. produces "The Com Line" quarterly newsletter. 
Charles Orr in a modified Toa 
at the College of Oceaneering. 
Santa Barbara, California. SBWEG. 
Scrap Lundy, organizer. Phone 805-963-4151. 
Scrap Lundy, Huell Howser, Roy Hattori, Jerry 
Loomis, Ed Cooper, Cole Weston and Bob Kirby. 
The group has been founded by Scrap Lundy, Bob Kirby and Mike 
San Gabriel. Their first "public appearance" will be VERY public 
as they will be featured plying their classic diving equipment exper-
tise on Public Broadcast System (PBS) television's highly acclaimed 
show California Gold, hosted by the genial Huell Howser. Huell 
had been contacted by Steve Chaparro some time ago and had be-
come interested in Scrap's book THE CALIFORNIA ABALONE INDUSTRY. 
A PICTORIAL HISTORY. He eventually "hired" the group to star in one 
of his episodes. Scrap's full accounting of their adventures will ap-
pear in the next issue of HDM. Meantime, here is a photo of the 
team with a real leading-man diver, 80 year old Roy Hattori, an 
abalone diver from the 1930's. Watch out for their episode on PBS 
California Gold in the very near future. Is Bay Watch next? 
Texas. The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society. A Texas non-profit Corporation. John F. Hoover, Executive 
Director; Paul Schenk, President. www.geocities/Yosemite/Rapids/4817 Phone 512-462-2372 
New Jersey. NEWEG. Jim Boyd and Jim Folk, organizers. Quarterly newsletter The Nor'Easter. Contact 
www.geocities.com/yosemite/rapids/3435 Phone 973-948-5616 
Florida. Treasure Coast WEG. John GaHagan, organizer. Phone 305-989-1377 
Rocky Mountain Working Equipment Group. Anyone interested in forming a WEG in the Denver, Colorado region, 
please contact Ross Boxleitner, 303-232-2264, RBOXL@ AOL.COM. 
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Diving History at Antibes Underwater Film Festival. 
by Brad Doane 
The 25th annual Antibes Film Festival provided a 
great forum for divers interested in the history of the sport 
and underwater photography and film making. The 
HDSUSA joined forces with France's Musee du 
Scaphandre of Espalion and the Jean-Michel Cousteau 
Institute to present an educational and interesting display 
booth which was well attended during the four day festi-
val. 
American. Supporting the HDSUSA presence were 
numerous American film makers and photographers who, 
in addition to presenting their work, formed a roving trans-
Atlantic culinary and wine tasting ensemble, much to the 
delight of the local restaurant owners. The chief menu 
and wine list translators were Jean-Michel Cousteau, Jill 
Desvergne and Philippe Rousseau, with a tasting cast of 
Ernie Brooks, Nan Marr, David and Anne Doubilet, John 
and Noreen McKenney, Pieter Van Soelen, Donna 
Anderson, Rita Sheese and Manuel Lazcano from Mexico, 
Leslie Leaney, James Forte and myself. 
Jean-Michel, Mrs Isy-Schwart, Marcel Isy-Shwart and 
Ernie Brooks 
During the Festival David Doubilet showed some of 
his recent slides from Tasmania, John McKenney screened 
his videos "Jurassic Reef' and "Ocean Currents," and 
Manuel Lazcano screened "The Sea of my Grandparents". 
Ernie Brooks, Kurt Amsler, Franco Banfi, Tony 
Malmquist, myself and several others exhibited our still 
photography. 
Quilici and Isy-Schwart. Of particular historical 
interest at this years Festival were presentations by early 
European sports divers. France's Marcel Isy-Schwart pre-
sented "50 Years of Underwater Cinema" covering his 
early career which started after WWII, and his enlight-
ened move from hunting with a speargun to hunting with 
a camera. Italian Folco Quilici has over 300 films to his 
credit and showed "Oceano" during the Festival's 
40 
Jean-Michel Cousteau, Philippe Tailliez, David Doubilet and 
Festival President Daniel Mercier 
Hommage to Pioneers program. Folco is a member of 
HDS Italia and will be familiar to American divers from 
his 1954 book THE BLUE CONTINENT. 
Ramon Bravo honored. The late Mexican under-
water film maker Ramon Bravo was a regular visitor to 
Antibes and Festival President Daniel Mercier had ar-
ranged a special presentation honoring Ramon's work. It 
was hosted by Jean-Michel Cousteau, with eulogies from 
Ramon's friends John McKenney, Pieter Van Soelen, 
Donna Anderson, Rita Sheese and others. A large and re-
spectful audience attended screenings of Ramon's films 
"Sharks on the brink of extinction" and "Chincorro, el 
gran arrecife Maya." Ramon's wife, Maria, was present 
to be with her and Ramon's old friends. 
Early G.E.R.S. diver Jean Pinard and Philippe Rousseau 
Tailliez, Pinard, Laban, Delmonte. As usual, liv-
ing diving history was plentiful at the Festival. Philippe 
Rousseau and Leslie Leaney acted as chauffeurs for Com-
mandant Philippe Tailliez by driving two hours west to 
Toullon to pick him up. On arrival at the Commander's 
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Mexican film maker Manuel Lazcano meets Philippe Tailliez 
home they were astounded to be greeted by Jean Pinard 
one of the early members ofG.E.R.S. who visits the Com-
mander on an almost daily basis and checks on his wel-
fare. These two pioneer divers have maintained a close 
relationship for almost 60 years. Unfortunately Pinard 
could not attend the Festival, so Philippe and Leslie only 
returned with Commandant Tailliez. He is undoubtedly 
the most loved figure attending the Festival, and was 
mobbed by admirers everywhere he went. The large crowd 
at the Festival's Award's ceremony gave him a standing 
ovation when he received the HDSUSA Historical Diver 
Pioneer Award. The Calypso's Bernard Delmonte and 
Andre Laban were also present. Andre was given a rau-
cous surprise 70th birthday party complete with a U/W 
Photographers Euro Blues band. 
Many thanks to all of our friends, new and old, who 
helped make this year's Festival an unforgettable experi-
ence. The "Festival Mondial de L'Image Sous-Marine" 
was once again an amazing journey through underwater 
photography and film making's past, present and future. 
The festival in Antibes also provides the opportunity to 
meet some of the early diving pioneers who led the way 
in the 1940's and 1950's. Plus, Antibes is the place where 
Hans Hass took his first dive in 193 7, which is reason 
enough for a visit. 
James Forte, David and Anne Doubilet and Brad Doane at 
the HDSUSA- Musee du Scaphandre booth 
Photos © Leslie Leaney 1998 
Mexico's Ramon Bravo Honored 
Maria Bravo with some of Ramon's friends and fellow film makers at the special screening in his honor. 
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THIRD ANNUAL DIVE INTO HISTORY 
by Scrap Lundy 
The Third Annual Dive Into History was held on 
October 17, 1998 at the Point Lobos Reserve which is a 
State Park located on the coast six miles south of 
Monterey, California. 
Each year, the general purpose of the event is to have 
a very enjoyable time by diving old gear, having a great 
lunch at the nearby Hudson House which overlooks beau-
tiful Carmel Bay, and having entertaining speakers give 
presentations on diving related topics. Past speakers have 
been Roy Hattori, a Japanese American abalone diver who 
worked during the late 1930s, Bonnie Cardone, editor of 
Skin Diver magazine, Bob Kirby, master helmet designer 
and builder, Don Wobber, a local jade diver and sculptor, 
Dick Anderson, a long time diver and story teller 
extraordinaire, and myself. 
This year, as in the past two years, the event was a 
sellout. The maximum number of attendees the facilities 
can handle is 100. The participants include 20 dive teams 
of 3 people per team and about 40 other interested people. 
To put the history into the diving for this year's event, 
Bob Kirby suggested that we do something different, and 
that was to use a hand operated pump as an air source 
instead of the large tanks of compressed air that had been 
used in the past. 
In order to follow Bob's plan, we would obviously 
need a working hand operated air pump. Bev Morgan 
solved this problem by graciously allowing us to use his 
2 wheeled single cylinder Siebe Gorman pump that had 
been restored to working condition by Colin Taylor. For 
safety's sake, Bob Kirby put to-
gether a combination of a 
SCUBA tank and an air pressure 
reduction valve, that would pro-
vide air to the diver if either the 
pump failed or the supply of vol-
untary pumpers gave out. 
Roy Hattori, Gene Webb and Rocky "double hose" Rockwell 
Mike San Gabriel loaned us a new Yokahama suit 
which was most welcome as every other suit we had avail-
able leaked badly. To complete our diving equipment 
needs, we used weights Bob Kirby made and I provided 
110' of Navy hose. Bob Kirby was the acting dive master 
and he was assisted in getting the four divers dressed in 
and out by Paul Linaweaver, John Durham, Jack Breese, 
and Skip Dunham. 
Our honorary divemaster was Roy Hattori who is one 
of two living Japanese American abalone divers. Roy 
started diving out of Monterey in 1937 and had lost none 
of his enthusiasm for his trade. 
Most honorary event chairman 
are content to sit on the sidelines and 
watch. Roy, however, gladly lent a 
hand and as he did so, explained his 
diving procedures of 60 years ago. 
The actual dive consisted of the 
diver walking down a concrete ramp 
into the water and then negotiating 
the rocky bottom. Unfortunately, 
due to a plankton bloom, the visibil-
ity was about 2'. While the divers 
enjoyed their dives, they had to keep 
in mind that the source of their air 
was people powered and not stay 
down too long. All the volunteers 
who worked the pump got a very 
good idea about how diving was 
done in the old days. The divers 
were Gene Webb, Charlie Orr, 
Shane Anderson and myself. 
Bob also made the helmet 
that was used for the diving. It 
was an authentic replica of a late 
1940s commercial abalone hel-
met. Starting with a standard 
Japanese hat, Bob modified it 
by replacing the small original 
front port with a large rectan-
gular port and adding commu-
nications. The communications 
wire was run, abalone industry 
style, on the inside of the air 
hose. There was no air control 
valve. Roy, Shane and Genny Anderson While the last two divers made 
their dives, several volunteers had 
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gone to the nearby Hudson 
House to start the barbecue 
fires and cook the beef and 
chicken for lunch. The cooking 
crew consisted of Rob Shepard, 
Bob Chistiansen, Shane Ander-
son, Jerry Loomis, Bob Kirby 
and Jeff Dennis. 
We all know that HDS is a 
non-profit organization, how-
ever, in order to make sure that 
the term did not become a com-
plete reality, Executive Direc-
tor Andy Lentz, ably assisted 
by Judy Shepard and Jane Dun-
ham, did a fantastic job of sell-
ing HDS and other diving re-
lated items at the dive site and 
later at the Hudson House. 
that 100 years ago, in 1898, 
early Japanese immigrants in-
troduced diving in California as 
a means of harvesting abalone 
and it occurred at Point Lobos. 
As noted earlier, the Dive 
Into History could not happen 
without the help of so many 
wonderful volunteers and at-
tendees. There is one person, 
however, who must be singled 
out as without his vital contri-
butions, the event could not 
happen. I am referring to Jerry 
Loomis who is the ranger at the 
Pt. Lobos Reserve. Without 
Jerry's keen interest in the 
project and the preparatory 
work he does days in advance, 
there simply would not be a 
Dive Into History. Many 
thanks, Jerry. 
The date for the 1999 Dive 
After a great lunch eaten 
outdoors overlooking beautiful 
Carmel Bay, everyone went 
into the Hudson House to hear 
the two speakers. Scrap and Bob Kirby escort Chales Orr down the ramp Into History will be announced 
Our first speaker was Don 
Wobber who lives in nearby Pacific Grove. Since the 
1970s, Don has been diving for, and collecting, jade from 
Jade Cove which is about 60 miles down the coast. In his 
very interesting verbal and video presentation, Don ex-
plained how he collects and sculpts jade. Don also ex-
plained how he and two friends removed a 9,000 pound 
jade boulder from the water which is now on display in 
Oakland, California. 
Our second speaker was Dick Anderson who has a 
long career in diving. He worked for U.S. Divers in the 
early 1950s, has been a commercial diver and now works 
as a diver and consultant for the motion picture industry. 
Dick's presentation consisted of his narration of a very 
funny film, made in the early 1970s by himself and early 
day Santa Barbara dive boat owner Glen Miller. The film 
depicted their attempts to find gold on the Winfield Scott, 
an 1853 shipwreck at Anacapa Island which is off Santa 
Barbara. After the audience recovered sufficiently from 
the movie's hilarity, Dick concluded his presentation with 
even more humor in the form of a series of very funny 
stories. 
In addition to our two great speakers, the crowd had 
one more very special treat. I had the real pleasure of 
introducing the only two living Japanese American, Cali-
fornia abalone divers- Roy Hattori and Eiji Hashimoto. 
Roy started abalone diving in 1937 and Eiji did in 1933. 
They really represent true diving history and we all felt 
very fortunate that they joined us for the day. In addition 
to their presence, what made their visit so special was 
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in a future "Historical Diver". 
Next year's event will feature a special opportunity for 
lucky HDS members to dive heavy gear - watch for 
your "Historical Diver". 
Scrap, Charles and Kirby enjoy a light moment as Ranger 
Jerry Loomis arrests abalone pocher Gene Webb. 
(The abalone are Kirby- manufactured reproductions) 
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Auction Report 
b)' Leslie Leaney 
Christie's South Kensington, London, November 5, 1998 
No. 17700 No. 5926 No. 8677 
The November sale featured four Siebe Gorman helmets of varying vintage and condition, and the usual HDS 
"contestants" were in attendance hoping to expand or improve their collections. Realized prices include 15% buyers 
premium. Currency conversion at US$1.65 = £1 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 6-bolt Admiralty pattern helmet numbered 17700 (matching) mid 20th century. A hand 
beaten bonnet. Estimated price £1,800-2,500. Sold £2,760 US$4554 
Siebe Gorman & Co. 12 bolt-helmet, circa 1900-1910, numbered 5926 (matching). Polished hand beaten brazed 
bonnet, missing straps/brales and one breastplate bolt. The helmet has old wear and repairs. A pair of lead soles with 
straps included in the Jot. Estimated price £1,500-1,800. Sold £2,185 US$ 3,605 
Siebe Gorman &Co. Ltd "Davis" pattern diving helmet numbered 8677 (matching) circa 1920-1930. Hand beaten 
brazed bonnet. A circular brass plaque above the front port inscribed TO MOLLY & JOE 1960, REED MALLIK 
DIVING DIVISION. Breastplate missing one bolt and three nuts. Helmet has old ware and repairs. Estimated price 
£1,800-2,200 Sold £2,415 US$3,985 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. 6-boltAdmiralty pattern helmet numbered 18400 (matching), mid 20th-Century. Factory 
installed top view port, fully tinned. Lot includes contemporary wooded helmet box and a chest of various spares. 
Provenance: Admiralty to Boston Divers Ltd. (U.K.). Estimated price £3,000-4,000. Sold £3450 US$5692.50 
Russian 3-Bolt diving helmet, circa 1997, with three bolt suit, knife and boots. Estimated price £900-1,100. Sold 
£920 US$1518 
Reproduction Mark V missing one breastplate bolt. Estimated price £300-400. Sold. £368 US$607 
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6-bolt suit, boots, bolt of vulcanized suit repair twill, weights and related 
items. Sold £345 US$ 569 
2 x Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. diving suits. Sold £368 US$ 607 
2 x Siebe Gorman knives and other items. Sold £414 US$ 683 
Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. Mk 9 two diver telephone, cable and air hose. Sold 
£345 US$569 
3 x Dunlop rebreathers. Sold £57 US$94 
White metal capped swagger stick made from wood from the Royal George. 
Sold £253 US$417 
A smoking pipe in the shape of a diving helmet. Sold £57 US$94 
3 x issues of The Saturday Magazine, 1839, recording advances made in diving 
bell and diving armor technology. Sold £161 US$266 
Photos courtesy of Christie's Images 
No. 18400 
Maritime Antiques, San Rafael, California. 
October 24 1998 
HDS members Chuck and Jean Deluca made their 
annual trek across America from Maine to California to 
team up with Bert Hem for this Bay area auction. Prices 
include 10% buyers premium. 
Full size replica of a Morse 3 light helmet made in 
plaster by a Hollywood film studio prop dept. Exact in 
every detail including the number 2174 on the neck ring. 
Estimate $700-900 Sold $495 
Morse solid mahogany diver's battery box. Estimate 
$200-300 Sold $121 
Canvas lightweight divers boots. Well used. Estimate 
$200-300 Sold $275 
Morse 3 light commercial helmet. Horizontal side 
lights. Estimate $3500-4500 Sold $3960 
Reproduction Morse MkV. Estimate $600-800 Sold 
$440 
Photos© Maritime Auctions 1998 
Auction learn Koln. Koln, Germany, 
November 1998 
The November auction featured a Siebe Gorman 12 
bolt helmet with some modifications, and the port guards 
removed. The lot was presented as a complete diver's outfit 
and included a worn 12 bolt dress, weights, two pairs of 
boots and a knife. The auction was conducted in Deutche 
Marks which converted into an approximate estimated 
price of US$2,000-4,000, and a sale price of US$4,200. 
including 20.7% in premiums and taxes. 
Also listed were a pair of divers boots, one of which 
was attached to an artificial leg. Although these did not 
sell Andy is so amused by the photo in the catalog that we 
have decided to reproduce it. 
Photos© Auction Team Koln 1998 
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Hollywood Morse 
Morse 3 light 
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Information \Vanted 
Biosystems regulator HDM 15 p23. 
The following is edited from a letter by HDS member Bob Rusnak. 
In a recent phone conversation with Biosystems Inc. they confirmed 
that they did manufacture the double hose regulator shown in your 
photograph. All the parts were made by the company except for hoses, 
mouthpiece, valves etc. These rubber products were supplied by Mar-
Vel of Camden, N.J. 
These regulators would be the last issue of double hose regulators 
for the Navy. There were several previous variations issued, from U.S. 
Divers Aquamaster of the late 1960's to the model of the 1970-72 con-
figuration with a rectangle silver stick-on label stating "U.S. Divers, 
Demand Regulator." Later on Biosystems Inc. continued to produce these non-magnetic two-hose regulators for the 
Navy. I enclose a letter from Biosystems that explains a little more about the regulator and the company who made it. 
Bob Rusnak, Sound Beach, New York. 
(Ed. Letter has been slightly edited) 
Dear Bob, 
These regulators were made for the US Navy's Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) teams. These guys defuse 
mines, many of which are triggered by magnetic fields. Therefore, all of the parts in the regulators are non-magnetic. 
You will see that the regulator's have a "low mu" mark engraved onto them. 
After the regulators were made (of special non-magnetic brass) they were sent to the Navy's EOD headquarters in 
Indian Head Maryland for testing on a magnetometer. After they passed their testing they were sent into the field. They 
were used with non-magnetic twin aluminum cylinders which also have a non-magnetic valve and reserve assembly. 
You are correct that the regulators are identical with the late U.S. Divers double hose regulators. U.S. Divers 
provided prints to the Navy so that other sources could make the parts. U.S. Divers did not want the hassle of making 
these parts, not knowing until magnetometer testing if they would be acceptable. Biosystems also found the hassle too 
great and we got out of the non-mag SCUBA business over 10 years ago. 
The Navy has since replaced all of these open circuit apparatus with Mark 16 Closed circuit SCUBA. The big 
advantage of the closed circuit Mark 16 is that there are no bubbles, which could trigger a sensitive mine. 
Since I doubt that you will be using these regulators to defuse mines, you can use standard magnetic parts from US 
Divers to repair and maintain these units. 
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Sincerely, 
Jack Burt. President. Biosystems. 
Middletown, Connecticut. 
HDS member Pete Petrisky 
is an active helmet diver and is 
seeking any books or manuals 
that detail the maintenance and 
repair of traditional heavy gear 
diving dresses, divers boots, hel-
mets etc. Any members having 
information that can assist Pete 
in his search please contact him 
at 2124 Province Lane, Dallas, 
Texas 75228-3733. 
Pete in a Chinese dress and 
Korean helmet. Courtesy Steve 
Stibbens 
Tim Ecott is writing a new history of diving 
and would like to hear from anyone who ex-
perimented with deep dives on air and mixed 
gas. He is also interested in talking to divers 
who have military or commercial deep div-
ing experience in U.S. and Caribbean waters 
and divers involved in sub-sea habitation 
experiments. Tim is a member of the HDSUK 
and a BBC World Service reporter. If you 
have an interesting story to tell about diving, 
equipment or know any colorful characters 
who might be willing to tell their story please 
contact Tim at P/F Oll-44-181-607-
9436,email Timecott@Hotmail.com, or 5 
Arlington Court, Arlington Road, E. 
Twickenham, Middlesex TWl 2AU, UK. 
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Information wanted. Dry Suits. 
Are there any members who specalize in the history and 
pre-history of the Dry Suit? I have heard of at least two fore-
runners. Both applied to anti-exposure suits rather than diving 
purposes, but both were quite similar to the actual concept. 
Unfortunately I have very little information about them. 
The first was "Appareil du Capitaine Boulton" circa 1880, 
quoted by Jules Verne in "Les Tribulations D'un Chinois dans 
La Chine." I remember having seen further mention of this 
garment in a later work on diving and skiing, in a chapter 
refering to "Dry and Wet Suits." 
The second was in a Spainish version of the Time-Life 
book "History of Flight." This refrences another anti-expo-
sure suit, purchased for the INTRNTRD transatlntic raid of 
Ruth Elder and George Haldeman, on board the Stinson 
Detroiter "American Girl" -October 1927, AFTER Lindbergh. 
The garments are noted as "just invented," but no mention 
is made of the inventor or manufacturer. It is interesting that 
they appear to have been "donning through the yoke" and closed 
by means of a hinged half ring, similar to a pinch-purse. The 
source of this picture is the British Library Newspaper Divi- George Haldeman and Ruth Elder afloat in 1927. 
sion. Does anyone have any further information on these or 
other early dry suits. 
Alejandro Sergio Mari, Avda. Alte. Brown 801 10°A, Capital Federal Republica, 1159, Argentina 
Exceptional exposure dives. Norwegian based member Sven Landro (# 957) is interested in commu-
nicating with divers who have a knowledge of exceptional exposure diving, hypothermia etc. Contact 
Sven at Brokkenhusgrenda 24, N-1404 Siggerud, Norway. Phone 011-4 7-906-73-962. 
SCUBA TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
Manufactures of world class 
Underwater Breathing Apparatus 
is a proud sponsor of 
this issue of 
Historical Diver Magazine 
922 Hurricane Shoals Road 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 
(707) 962-2552 
(888) lSI-SAFE 
FAX (707) 963-2797 
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***********************************~************ ~ Helmets of the Deep by Leslie Leaney 
Lindbergh-Hammar Helium Recirculator. 
Carpinteria, California circa 1965 
This unit is based on the successful R. Kirby design that HDSUSA director Bob Kirby produced in the mid 1960's. 
The shell appears to be a large volume Japanese TOA with some modifications to the ports, and the attachment of 
communications and helium recirculating equipment. The view port conversions are very primitive with internal steel 
circlips holding the port glasses in place. The front port is not removable. The gas control valves are from Victor 
welding torches and the communication and air entry port is not very cleanly attached. A crude form of manufacturer's 
specification plate has been soldered to the back of the canister. The text has been shallowly etched and is mostly 
illegible. The best that can be deciphered is "LINBER .. HAMMAR, 4 ..... ,Carpinteria, Calif. Helium Con ..... 
Little is currently known about the manufacture of this helmet. Bob Kirby tried to track down Jon Lindbergh, who 
was involved in commercial diving in the 1960's and is the son of the famous aviator, Charles. He has also tried to 
locate Mr. Hammar, but so far neither man has been found. What is known is that Lindbergh-Hammar did produce 
scrubbers for diving bells and that Lindbergh had a working relationship with DESCO owner Tom Fifield. According 
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An inner circlip retains the 
port glass 
to former DESCO Vice President Bernice McKenzie in an interview conducted in 1992, 
Linbergh had contacted DESCO to have a recirculator built in the mid 1960's. Bernice's 
recollection was that the project was handled over the phone and that Lindbergh never 
visited DESCO during the construction of the helmet. DESCO did produce at least one 
helium recirculator that was constructed using their Sponge helmet shell. It has some 
similar features to this Lindbergh-Hammar unit and a photo of it will appear in a future 
issue of HDM. 
Rat Hat designer Bob Ratcliffe has found a couple of photos of Lindbergh-Hammar 
helmets under construction in his files. It would seem that at least two of these helmets 
were constructed. In addition to writing a book about his memoirs, Bob Kirby is work-
ing on a full article covering his development of the helium recirculator. It will appear 
in HDM and Bob will include the latest information we can find on this unusual hel-
met, and several other recirculators. If anyone has any information on this unit or the 
Lindbergh-Hammar company please contact Bob Kirby at the HDS address. 
Photos © Leslie Leaney 1998 
HELMETS OF THE DEEP 
By Leon Lyons, 1988 
Over 250 helmets from around the world are categorized by country and manu-
facturer. Additional sections cover diving knives, boots, armored diving dress 
and miscellaneous diving related items. Printed in color, the text is in English, 
French and German. Limited to 1000 copies, each signed by the author, 370 
pages. Hardbound $297.00, leather-bound $497.00 plus $10.00 Domestic P&P. 
Contact HDS for overseas shipping. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Proud Sponsor of Historical Diver Magazine 
DESCO COPRPORATION 
240 N. MILWAUKEE ST. • MILWAUKEE, WI 53202 
PHONE (414) 272-2371 • FAX (414) 272-2373 
Email: diveq@execpc.com 
http://genieprogramming.com/htdesco.html 
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Using only the most 
up-to-date techniques 
and tools, our skilled 
craftsmen will take pride 
and pleasure in restoring 
your vintage helmet. 
Since 1937 
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ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY HOSTS DHS RALLY IN SYDNEY 
By 
Peter Fields 
It is becoming customary in Australia for the Diving Historical 
Society to run at least one major operation each year, with minor 
events interspersed. Last year Melbourne staged the wonderful line 
dancing underwater record, and next year Adelaide will host a week-
end spectacular. This year Sydney, New South Wales, was selected as 
the host city. We had arranged an evening with Bob Kirby earlier in 
the year in February and had used HMAS Penguin, the Royal Austral-
ian Navy's shore base as a venue. The success of this cooperation 
spurred us to do something bigger and better using the same venue, 
and to take advantage of the Diving School's recently refurbished 
diving pool for a safe, controllable diving location. A weekend made 
up of a practical diving section on Saturday and a guest presenter day 
on Sunday was planned for mid-November. 
We are singularly fortunate in having an incredibly enthusiastic 
team of people in DHS which makes organising a weekend such as 
this relatively painless. My contacts, from years in the dive industry, 
and the incredible application, hard work and enthusiastic dedication 
of people like the Weir family, Andy Andrews, Mike Frew, Bruce 
Riley and all the others are what make it all happen. Chinese 12 bolt 
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In spite of lousy weather during the week, which miraculously 
Publishing Company 
line of books for the diver 
pu[mcan•:ms on just diving 
a sample of the many 
we have available 
• Underwater Photography 
• Underwater Inspection 
• Underwater Welding 
• Salvage Techniques 
• Diving Physiology 
• Mixed Gas Diving 
• Diving Medicine 
• Decompression 
• Nitrox Diving 
• Diving Safety 
For more infor-
mation on these or 
other Best books, call for a 
free catalog 
68-1055 
cleared for Saturday, and nail-biting suspense as to 
whether the recently refurbished diver training pool would 
have water in time our first day was relatively hitchless. 
The brilliantly beautiful surroundings of HMAS Pen-
guin on Sydney Harbour were the perfect venue. B.O.C. 
Gases donated a pallet of 240c.f. gas cylinders and the 
fun commenced. Weiry had trucked in part of his collec-
tion of standard dress, hats and umbilicals, others brought 
antique scuba gear, yet others with rebreathers ranging 
from a Cobra shallow water set to an ex-Navy Fgt. John 
Allen carted a Rat Hat up from Melbourne and an EXO 
and a Superlite were also available to dive. Rubber mat-
ting had been carefully laid on a section of the pool floor 
where standard dress divers could safely tread, and scooby 
doos and other free swimmers had the rest of the huge 
pool to themselves. Margarita Weir and helpers cooked a 
splendid midday barbecue lunch and I would estimate 
that in excess of a hundred divers and spectators circu-
lated throughout the day. We hadn't striven for numbers. 
In fact we ostensibly limited the activity to members and 
friends .... but success attracts! 
Some fine equipment was on display including a 
beautifully presented and polished early Robison helmet 
of Australian (Melbourne) origin. Bob Ramsay also or-
ganised a sales point for Society merchandise and did a 
brisk trade in clothing and memorabilia. 
In the evening we took over a French-Vietnamese 
restaurant in nearby Mosman where sixty plus members 
and friends fed, caroused and lied about their diving prow-
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ess. Warrant Officer Dave Passmore was present and he 
accepted an honorary DHS membership on behalf of the 
Navy's diving school. 
For Sunday we had the use of the Navy's theatrette, 
which is comfortable and beautifully appointed. Veteran 
clearance diver NCO Bill Fitzgerald kicked-off the pro-
gram of presenters with great tales of early days in the 
clearance teams. One tale concerned a bombardment of 
North Korean forces by HMAS Murchison after Bill had 
swum a local river to establish a channel and a route for 
the ship upriver. During the bombardment Murchison was 
taking severe 20mm fire and a liaising U.S. Admiral was 
overheard on the bridge to comment forcibly, after being 
offered the loan of a 'tin hat' by the Murchison's Captain, 
"Shove your tin hat up your goddamn ass and get me the 
hell outa here ... " 
Dave Moran, editor and owner of NEw ZEALAND DIVE 
LoG magazine and an HDS USA member, told us tales of 
bullion hunting on the wreck of the bullion ship 
Elingamite in the Three Kings islands and of the search 
for the 1860's U.S. gold carrying sailing ship General 
Grant in the sub-Antarctic Auckland islands. Stirring stuff 
and beautifully illustrated. 
Melbourne's John Allen presented an illustrated lec-
ture on his 100ft plus standard-dress dive on the sunken 
tugs at Eden and showed us a video clip of his adventure. 
This was followed by Des Williams' account of his Mark 
V restoration and a practical demo of helmet upgrading 
"Love me .... tender" Graham Weir helps an 
encumbered diver 
by Sydney's Andy Andrews. A relaxed barbecue lunch 
down by the sea made a welcome midday break. 
First up after lunch was CABA's managing director 
Colin Willcox, importer of the Navy's deep diving MK16 
rebreathers. Colin was fresh from a visit to major manufac-
Sea Pearls is proud to sponsor Historical Diver Magazine 
Offering Top Line Dive Weights & Accessories 
AT LEADING DIVE STORES WORLDWIDE 
P. 0. BOX 204 • OSSEO, MN 55369 
1-800-328-3852 • FAX 612-424-2027 
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turers in the USA, and he gave us a preview of the latest and best in 
this technology, both for military and recreational use. While he was in 
the USA he mentioned the DHS and the Carleton Technology honchos 
asked him if he was a member? When he replied in the negative he 
was told "You should be. These guys are writing the history of diving 
and if they don't know you, you won't be in it!" 
New Zealand's Keith Gordon, owner of SEAROV and R.O.V. 
operator whose underwater footage of the sunken liner Niagara 
heads Jeff Maynard's fine film, gave us a great illustrated talk on 
R.O.V. work on the wreck and also blew away a few myths about 
the wreck. Old wartime propaganda boasted British skill and dar-
ing in reaching the Niagara at a depth of 420 feet, making it the 
deepest gold recovery ever at that time. This supposedly beat the 
dastardly Italians' record of 400 feet, which they set during their 
work on the wreck of the Egypt. However, Keith's R.O.V. clearly 
showed max depth of the wrecked Niagara at around 380 feet. 
Sydney DHSASEA Annual Rally, showing some of 
the equipment that was dived during the event and 
placed on display. 
Kevin Denlay, who was a member of the British Britannic diving team in the Mediterranean earlier this year 
showed an excellent video of the expedition's diving to round out the day's presentations. Mixed gas technical diving 
off Greece in 150 feet plus visibility made for a great spectacle especially when combined with the immensity of the 
wreck of the Titanic's sister ship. 
Sandwiched in with all above was a short address on DHS by our beloved leader, President Bob Ramsay, plus 
awards presentations for Working Equipment Member of the Year: 
1997 John Allen for 'Line dancing' (retrospective) 
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1998 Des Williams for exemplary MK V restoration 
and DHS Member of the Year: 
1997 Sydney's Helmet Fetish for standard dress diving promotion (retrospective) 
1998 Victoria's Jeff Maynard for his invaluable work in publishing diving history. 
Photos by Peter Fields 
IN MEMORY 
Long time commercial and Navy Master Diver 
Woody Treen passed away at his home in Santa Bar-
bara, California on October 12, 1998. Originally from 
Wilwood, New Jersey, Woody joined the U.S. Navy 
and became a Master Diver and eventually a Navy 
Chief during WW II. After the war Woody moved to 
Santa Barbara and joined Associated Divers in its 
early years. Around 1958 Woody created his own 
company, Treen's Commercial Diving Inc. His new 
company did the majority of the work for Texaco and 
Union Oil, and installed and serviced the first mul-
tiple sea floor completion off Gaviota, California. 
During the years that followed Woody helped form, 
work for, or sell his dive operations to major diving 
companies like International Divers, Divcon, 
Oceaneering, Martech and CalDive. During his ca-
reer he developed and implemented many of the 
safety and operational procedures still in use in com-
mercial diving today. Further references to Woody's 
career can be found in Torrance Parker's 20,000 Jobs 
Under The Sea. 
Brad Doane and Chris Swan Woody Treen 
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IN MEMORY 
Mel Fisher 
August 21, 1922-December 19, 1998 
"Today's the Day" 
Mel Fisher should be remembered for his pioneering efforts in spearfishing, underwater film making and 
diving equipment retail sales. Instead, his "dreams of gold" and focused determination to follow his dreams 
eventually made him the "king of the treasure salvors." He will be remembered as the most successful and 
well know underwater treasure hunter of all time. 
Mel's love affair with the sea started in his boyhood, and at age II he began his quest for underwater 
adventure with the construction of his own surface supplied diving apparatus. Following engineering courses 
in college and the end of WW II, Mel and his lovely new bride, Dolores, traveled to the Florida Keys for a 
honeymoon. Mel soon renewed the "Treasure Island" dreams of his youth by developing skills in the art of 
spearfishing and skin diving. 
By 1950 the Fishers were in California working on his parents "chicken ranch," selling compressed air 
and diving equipment out the backdoor of the feed bam. An ad in the first issue of The Skin Diver (December 
1951) found Fisher Sporting Goods operating out of Torrance, California. From here, Mel chartered the west 
coast's first dive boat, the Maray, with Mart Toggweiler and Ron Merker at the helm. He began teaching the 
art of the aqualung but his dreams focused on the lure of sunken treasure. Zale Parry remembers his almost 
single minded obsession with his maps. "I've got this map!" and "Today's the day" became his creed. 
In 1960 he opened "Mel's Aqua Shop" in Redondo Beach and was busy converting a 65-foot sport fisher 
into a self contained salvage ship. The Golden Doubloon was destined for the Caribbean and at $900 per 
person the voyage would become a cooperative venture and a Mel Fisher method of finance. Asked when he 
would return to California, Mel replied, "I may not come back at all." And he never did. 
25 years later, on July 20th, I985, Mel's dream finally came true with his discovery of the Nuestra Senora 
de Atocha . Estimated to be worth four hundred million dollars, it was one of the richest finds in sunken 
history. Mel had dared to dream the impossible dream and had lived to enjoy it. Balanced against this triumph 
were the many years of fighting to keep the dream alive, the loses of friends and loved ones, the wars with 
fellow salvors and the governments, the weather and the continual fight for survival above and below the 
surface. Through it all Mel kept his dignity and his humor. 
Attending a ceremony held for Mel in Key West, Florida, actor Cliff Robertson shared in the memories of 
Mel's life. While making the movie, "Dreams of Gold: The Mel Fisher Story," the actor remembered Mel 
approaching him with, "Cliff, I've got this map." "Someday, somewhere, we'll meet again, and Mel will say, 
'Cliff, I'm glad you made it. Now, I've got this map." 
Kent Rockwell 
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CLASSIFIED 
Classified Rates: 25 cents per word, $2.50 minimum. Payment must 
be made with order. Advertising copy should be sent to: HD Classi-
fied, 2022 Cliff Dr. #119, Santa Barbara, CA 93109 Cut-off for 
Advertisements in HD #19 is April 5, 1999 
DIVING KNIVES WANTED. GilbertAja, 4 Park Plaza# 120, Irvine, 
CA., 92614.714-474-1775, Fax 714-553-9133. 
HELMET FOR SALE. Chinese 3 bolt, unused, mint condition, 
$900.00 OBO Charlie Orr 310-834-07051. 
CLASSIC U/W MOVIES AND TV ENTHUSIASTS: KEY CHAIN MK V dive helmet, brass plated, $10 each. We pay 
shipping. Milman Mfg., Champlain Mall Road, P.O. Box 1641, 
Champlain, N.Y. 12919 
Collector has large collection of Vintage u/w movies, navy training 
films, original Sea Hunt and other early TV series, etc. Seeking 
correspondence with other collectors. Contact: 
Dan Midgett, 211 Kings Rd., Mt. Juliet, TN 37122 or 615-754-9667, 
E-mail IMADIVIN@ AOL.COM 
WANTED-INFORMATION: Japanese, Korean helmets: Histories, 
manufacturers, specifications, dates, etc. Thanks Jim. Email: 
jimpinxit@aol.com; Box 93575, Industry, California 917715-3575; 
TEL/FAX 909-595-6655 JAPANESE AND KOREAN DIVING HELMETS. Pre WWII. 
Good condition with name plates. Three different Korean makes. One 
Japanese. $1,250-1,650. Email: jimpinxit@aol.com; Box 93575, 
Industry, California 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. All makes of 2 hose regulators from early 
1950- 1970. Military non-magnetic 2 hose regulators for sale or trade. 
I have most all parts for these regulators in stock. Bob Rusnak 516-
744-8439 fax 516-744-7750 
TEL917-715-3575; TEL/FAX 909-595-6655 
NEW: In the box Nemrod Double Hose Silver Snark III Regulators. 
OMOTS (914) 693-7022.E-mail pmforward@ worldnet. att net. 
Aqua Corps Journal 
1990-1996 
Back Issues# 5,7,11,12, 
13 (last issue). 
Brand new stock but a 
limited supply 
$5 each, P&P $3 domestic, 
$5 overseas. 
1999 HDSUSA CATALOG 
Lists videos, books, back issues and 
other educational and refrence items. 
Also Society apparell, pins, posters, 
cards etc. B&W with photos, 12 pages. 
Free to members. Postage $2 domestic, 
$5 overseas 
~~~:F<t §'It~~~~ ~~ ANTIQUE DIVING CARDS ~~ 
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4 HAND COLORED WOOD BLOCK PRINTS 
(Card size 6"x 8" approx.) 
Suitable for note cards or Christmas cards. 
The third of our card series and the best so far. The previous 
sets all sold out. These are blank cards suitable for framing 
or mailing. We again have a limited supply and the cards are 
sold on a first come first served basis. The following text 
appears on the inner page. 
The Diver 
In currents deep of the oceans cold, 
The diver is seeking a treasure of gold, 
Risking his life for the spoils of the wrecks, 
Taking rich reward from between their decks, 
Facing the perils and monsters that must be, 
Walking alone, walking alone in the depths of the sea. 
Sold in packs of 8 cards (2 of each card) with envelopes. 
$7.00 per pack plus $1.50 pp domestic and $4.00 pp overseas 
first set and $1.00 each add'! set. (CARes. add 7.75% sales 
tax) Make checks payable to HDSUSA 2022 Cliff Drive #119 
Santa Barbara, CA. 93109 
These cards were produced by The Museum of Diving & 
Underwater Exploration, Gosport, UK. 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRI 
Class of Membership: 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership) . $1000.00 
D Family Domestic USA Only ................................ $45.00 D Individual Domestic USA Only ............. $35.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Student Domestic USA Only .................. $25.00 
D Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $45.00 
D Institutional (colleges and Schools) ..................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................. $50.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. DYes DNo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Merchandise Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE TOTAL EACH 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
D Cash 0Check (enclosed) DMO CA residents add 7.75% sales tax 
Credit Card: O[vJSAj oll3 D Total shipping (see item description) 
Total enclosed 
Card No. (U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE) 
Exp. Date 
Please photocopy this form. 
Name on Card (Please Print) MAIL ORDER TO: 
HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY 
Signature c/o 2022 CLIFF DRIVE #119 
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109 U.S.A. 
Phone Number in case there are problems 
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 
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Historical Diver is sponsored by: 
DAN. 
Divers Alert Network 
Your Dive Salety Association 
Stolt Comex Seaway J-1 
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International 
www.DivlngSystems.com 
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